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PROPOSED PLANNING PROGRAM FOR THE

DEVELOPMENT OF

THE MARIANA ISLANDS

INTRODUCTION

TO provide for a smooth transition to a new political

status for the Marianas, the United States has tentatively

agreed that it will agree in principal to fund the initial

planning required for a transition program. Such planning

will include%a land cadastral program,_the preparation of a

physical plan for development,_a government reorganization

plan _, an economic and social development plan and_the planning

necessary to establish the legal framework necessary for

the legislative, executive, and judicial processes of the

new government.

The planning effort should be directed to identifying ..

and programming those capital projects required to provide

the infrastructure necessary for social and economic growth;

the programs and public services which must be provided by
i

a new government; and the economic and social environment which

will be necessary to promote continued growth and develop-

ment. Such planning must not only detail the nature and mag-

_ : nitude of the total financial and other requirements for the



development of the Marianas, but it also must deal with the

availability of internal resources to satisfy growth require-

mentstand the requirements for external support.

The Trust Territory Government has made attempts to

identify problems and opportunities, and to guide future develop-
j.

ment of the Marianas. The area has been studied and restudied,

and many capital and programmatic plans have been proposed.

•These proposals, however, have been made within the context

of a Trust Territory mandate and within the funding available

for all'of Micronesia. They do not reflect the requirements

of a self governing territory of the United States. Common _

wealth status will involve an acceleration of local initiative,

new funding requirements, g'reater administrative expertise,

and, above all, a close coordination of political, social,

and economic programs and activities.

This report details the nature of the planning which

will be required prior to the establishment of a new govern-

ment. Certainly, the creation of a new political entity with

all _ts social, financial, and political implications for the

people of the Marianas and the United States requires careful

and serious planning before irrevocable commitments are made.

Even the scope or magnitude of commitments can not be deter-

mined until planning has been completed.

Review of Postwar Developments

_iiii: in the Pacific Re_ion

• i The entire political, social, and economic structure of 0 0047
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the Central and Western Pacific countries and territories

was substantially altered during World War II. The cessation

of hostilities found Japan devastated by war, the major popu-

" lated areas in the Philippines and Indochina politically and

economically adrift,• and the island groups of the Central Pacific

occupied by military forces, The most dramatic change in the

postwar period has been the rapid political and economic

recovery of Japan to the point where that nation has largely

gained and possibly surpassed its prewar influence in the Pacific

region. New political status has been achieved by many former

dependencies, and a new political awareness exists throughout

the area.

The people of the Marianas are aware of the considerable

changes occurring in the Pacific. The example of Hawaii,

the recent growth experienced in Guam and the impact on its

Pacific neighbors of the expanding economy of Japan give them

insight into both their problem s and their opportunities. They

have come to appreciate what it means to have good schools,
..°

good roads, good health care, adequate food and shelter, and

all of the many things a moDey economy can provide.

It is apparent that in the Marianas there is a wide-

spread will to adapt to changing conditions, a growing conscious-

ness of the role of the Marianas in the worldwide community

of peoples, and a feeling of urgency to achieve basic develop-

•• _ ment goals and objectives. While the people of the Marianas

... OuO 8
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value their heritage, they recognize the need to move into the

modern world of democratic societies, and they seek an acceptable

standard of living. They are particularly aware that genuine

and enduring improvements in their small society cannot be

accomplished without careful planning.

The Elements of Plannin@

The function of planning, simply stated, is to develop a

way of getting from where one is to where one wants to be. A

development plan for the people of the Marianas must be based

on where they are in terms of their economy, their social and

commercial infrastructure, their legal/political structure and

the availability of the resources required for growth. The

major road blocks to growth, and the apparent strengths/weak-

nesses also must be determined.

This inventory and evaluation of assets and requirements
I

may be segmented and studied in component units. But the
It'

interrelationships and the relative importance of the ""

component units; must be thoroughly understood if the potential

for development, is to be determined. It is imperative to

approach the planning task in a manner that integrates all of

the necessary ingredients for achieving growth. For example0

public utilities improvements must be related to all aspects •

of economic and social development, and changes in the school

• . 0300.: 9
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system must be related to the diverse needs of government,

commerce and agriculture. Sound planning for the Marianas

requires the integration of subunit planning.

The major elements of a planning program in the Marianas

will fnclude subunit plans for future land ownership and

user"government reorganization, economic and social development

and the development of a suitable legal structure for self

government°

i

_//Land Ownership and Use

Although land ownership and use will be a continuing

problem in the Marianas, there are aspects of the land problem

which demand immediate attention. As a result of changing

forms of government and tlhe ravages of war, there does not

exist in the Marianas a well defined pattern of land descriptions,

land titles, or land use programs. Public land and military

retention lands are reasonably well identified, but conflicting

claims to titles for private land still exist. Privately

held land is only partially identified and the process of

establishing clear titles remains largely unfinished.

Two major tasks are associated with establishing land

ownership and future land use. First, there is a require-

ment for an immediate cadastral survey to establish land boun-

daries.and land titles. Second, a detailed physical plan must

be prepared to assure that limited land resources are used in



a rational manner to compliment and contribute to the over-

all development of the Marianas.

i Government Reorganization

I The structure of government in the Marianas consists

of elected municipal councils and mayors/magistrates, an

elected legislature, elected representatives to the Congress

of Micronesia and a judiciary and executive arm appointed by

the_Trust Territory Government.

The concept of a free election to legislative bodies

is well established and will need little attention in the

transition to commonwealth status. The structure of the

legislative body, however, may needamendment to allow it to

operate independently of outside aid. There are, for example,

certain legislative powers currently reserved for the Congress

of Micronesia that will need to be assumed, and the current

unicameral body may need to be reorganized to provide a greater

scope _nd depth of representation.
.°

The executive branch of government in the Marianas does

not have the level of expertise or staffing to perform many of

the functions which it will have under commonwealth status.

Some of these functions currently are performed entirely by

the Trust Territory Headquarters, and others, though nominally

assigned to the District Government, are not performed at all.

..... A government reorganization plan will be required to

identify the full range of government capabilities which mu_ ....._



be developed to serve the new commonwealth, and to specify

the programs and processes by which these capabilities can

be acquired•

Economic 'and Social Development

_e scope and nature of economic and social development

in the Marianas will be the foundation upon which the success

of the new commonwealth must depend• The existing industrial

and social infrastructure is primarily the result of the efforts

of the Trust Territory Government to provide basic utilities,

roads, schools, etc. on a group of islands devastated by war

and later used as military bases• This infrastructure does not

serve even the existing situation in an acceptable manner

and will need considerable improvement., There is the need for

an immediate "catchup" program, as well as provision for future

growth.

_/• The economy has been dominated by government, and nearly

half of the labor force is employed by either the District .°.

Government or Trust Territory Headquarters• Manpower require-

ments for both the public and private sectors cannot be met--

even at present--from the available labor pool. The agricultural

activities of the area do not provide sufficient output for the

existing population, exports are negligible and imports are

relied upon for almost all of the modern necessities of life,

and commerce depends heavily • on the income generated by govern-

. 030032
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ment employment at relatively low wage rates. The nucleus of

a tourist industry has been formed and shows signs of great

promise but is, and will be, hampered by the lack of infra-

structure and availability of local financial and other
i

resources.

Financial requirements for future development cannot be

met with available local capital, nor will available local

I tax revenues provide funds sufficient to maintain government

I operations at minimum acceptable levels• With very limited

resources, and a great many competing demands on these resources,

I • first priority must be given to planning the coordinated use

• of existing resources and the development of additional resources.!
An economy such as the Marianas cannot afford to plan for

growth based on but one or two basic sources of employment.

Alternative forms of growth, and/or commingled growth patterns,

I need to be studied and developed. Agriculture and/or forestry

on Rota, Tinian, and Saipan show considerable promise. Tourism

on Saipan could provide a major cash inflow and a source of
.°

employment. The resources of the sea surrounding the islandsf

may provide a source of employment and income. The impact of

a major military establishment on Tinian needs to be carefully

measured. Finally, all of these prospects for economic growth

need to be carefully related to the requirements for the infra-

structure which must support growth.
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Legal Plannin@

The present legal system is based on Trust Territory
--4_

requirements and will need to be changed through a new constituti¢

which will provide a bill of rights and a definition of the

roles and responsibilities of the branches of government. A

considerable planning effort will be required to establish

the schedule of new laws which will need to be passed, to examine

the applicability of 'existing U. S. laws and to create the

legislative, executive and judicial institutions which will

possess the strength and flexibility to meet the requirements

of the new commonwealth.

Organization for Plannin_

The planning requirements indicated above can be met for

the Marianas only if all planning efforts are coordinated and

directed toward the achievement of common objectives and goals.

The magnitude of the tasks, the complexities of the problems

and the need to complete planning tasks within a reasonable

period of time give emphasis to the necessity of establishing

a planning entity. Such a planning entity would require thei broad based political support _of the people of the Marianas.

It also would require professional expertise which it would have

acquired by developing a planning staff or, more likely, by
relying on planning contractors. The entity should have the

0306 4
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ii complete responsibility for all planning efforts to assure

that they proceed on a logically sound and systematic basis.

.__ PROPOSED SCOPE OF WORK
The scope ofwork for a coordinated planning program

for the Marianas should include the determination of development

objectives; the formulation of development strategies; the

establishment of development policies; the •formulation of

development programs and the identification of the institutional

i_ requirements for development (See Figure I). The final

• product of the planning program must be a detailed blueprint

for action to facilitate a smooth transition to a new political

.status, and to accommodate the desires and aspirations of the

people of the Marianas. It is particularly important for the

physical planning component of the planning program to provide

the architectural and engineering detail necessary for the

• rapid development of public facilities and the guidance of"

private sector construction.

Determination of Development Objectives _'0_'_,._
,--4

An obvious and immediate first step in the conduct of the

planning program for the development of the Marianas is the deter:

mination of firm and specific planning goals and objectives.

The objectives should encompass all of the aspirations of the
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people of the Marianas Islands which are reasonable and capable

of attainment. In the past,• such goals have been determined

by outside groups with very little input from the people. In

planning for the development of the Marianas under a new political

status, planning objectives must be self-determined and reflect

a broad based concurrence. Although many of these development

objectives may appear obvious, and a sense of expediency

would indicate that they could be articulated by either the

Marian_ Political Status Commission or other representative

groups, the planning process must validate or reestablish these •

objecti_es to ensure that they are in fact goals which are generally

acceptable to all the people.

Attitudes Toward Chan_e

While there is considerable evidence that a change in the

political, economic and social status of the Marianas is

desired, there does not seem to be such a clearcut consensus

as to the degree of change desired nor the pace at which this

change should occur. In the Marianas, as in all societies, there

exists a natural conservatism towards change which may threaten

either _he economic or social position of groups or individuals

who might be adversely affected by change. Those most interested

in change are obviously those who have most to gain or least to

lose. There is a sufficient difference between the economic

_ and social institutions on Saipan from those existing on Rota,

.. • .03005?
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Tinian and the northern islands that it is likely that the

concept of change varies among the people of the Marianas,

depending upon their location, form of economic activity, level

of education, and current opportunities for self-improvement.

In addition to a .lack of agreement as to the type and

degree of change desired by the people of the Marianas, it is

not likely that there is widespread understanding of the cultural

and social impacts of change. For example, economic development

which/is based on a substantial imigration of foreign labor

would alter the current social structure of the islands; a

substantial development in the tourist industry would bring

about a constant and pervasive influence from different

cultures; and substantial change from a subsistence economy

on Rota or Tinian to a money economy based on government employ-

ment, or on sales to a military base on Tinian, will have a

vast impact on all aspects of life.

A survey of attitudes toward change, including the

determi_tion of the degree of understanding of the impacts
.°°

of change, must be conducted. This survey should determine

the extent to which segments of Marianas society are dis _

satisfied with the current political, economic and social

situation, and the degree of willingness to accept the impacts

of changes. Groups surveyed should include elected officials,

> public employees, leaders of business enterprises, professional ••

••'_ individuals, self-employed entrepreneurs, and others represen-

• tative of the citizens. It will be necessary to have inputs 0_O_
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from each of the major populated islands, and a reconciliationJ

of differences of opinion to obtain a firm position as to the

extent to which change is desired. This inventory of attitudes

should not be conducted in such a manner as to promote or

discourage change, but rather to assess the desires and concerns

of the people of the Marianas.

Desired Goals and Ob2ectives

At the same time as an assessment of attitudes toward•

change is being conducted, there should be a concurrent survey

of the specific development goals and objectives expressly

desired by the people of the Marianas. Without reference to

practicality, applicability, or appropriateness, the survey

should identify as wide a range as possible of specific and

measurable goals and objectives.

Certainly, one such goal could be an improved level of

•_ income. Thus, the survey might ascertain the economic aspir-

ations of the people, as well as the income levels and kinds• •..

of employment opportunities desired.

In a similar manner, the survey might determine specific

kinds and levels of public services desired by the people of

the Marianas. A major distinction which could appear within

the field of public education might be a strong concern for

• secondary school education of a general curricular nature, in

_ contrast to occupational training. 0_00_9
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To the degree they can be determined, alternative goals

and subgoals should be arrayed as possible development options.

Plannin@ Goals and Objectives

The survey of possible goals and objectives, as expressed

by the various groups interviewed, is likely to result in

only very general expressions of desires. It will be necessary,

therefore, to refine these general expressions into specific

planning goals and objectives. Because the planning goals

and objectives must be rational and consistent, they necessarily

will require a reconciliation and compromise of the goals and

objectives expressed during the course of surveys. Accordingly,

they must be approved by tlhe planning entity, or some other agency

representative of the people, before they are accepted as a

basis for planning.

Formulation of Development strate@y

Strategies for development are the general approaches to
.°

attaining development goals and objectives. The determination

of the most appropriate strategies requires the identification

and assessment of available, or potentially available, resources
s

and the identification and analysis of the strongest and most

persistent current development trends. The most successful

strategies are likely to be those which enhance and direct

.l
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existing resources and trends for development.

In the process of formulating development strategies for

the Marianas, it will be necessary to examine the base from

which the development process must start. In particular, it

will be necessary to inventory development resources, to examine

economic and social trends, current land use patterns, the

existing institutions of government and the existing legal

structure. Finally it will be necessary to assess the base

against development objectives and goals.
l

Resource _Inventory

The resources in the Mariana Islands should be carefully

inventoried and analyzed with a view to determining t_e extent

to which they will support the type of growth and change

envisioned in the adopted goals and objectives. This inventory

should reveal both the strengths and weaknesses of the resource

base.

Human Resources_ The approximately 14,000 current residents

of the Mariana Islands will be the primary beneficiaries of

future growth and development of the Marianas. This population

is also the most valuable resource available for reaching

development goals. However, only 38 percent of the current

reside-&t population falls within the age groups that would

normally constitute a labor force. Of the current labor pool

of approximately 5,000, nearly half are females.

0300G1
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Much of the Marianas labor force has had little experience

in the occupations which will be created in a rapidly developing

economy. Accordingly, it will be necessary to determine the

levels of skills available; the extent to which work habits

are consistent with the demands of a modern economic society;

the willingness and ability of the labor force to accept either

formal or on-the-job training; and the extent to which natural

population growth will increase the size of the labor pool

over time. Of these tasks, probably the most important will

be the inventory of skills available to support a developing

economy.

Natural Resources. The natural resources available in the Mariana

Islands are limited. They are at present, however, largely

underutilized. Of the total land area of approximately 117,000

acres in all of the Marianas, nearly half of the land is con-

sidered arablej and another third is suitable for either grazing

or forestry. Relatively little use of these lands is made for

I agricultural purposes, and agricultural production, though

growings is very limited. Numerous studies have been conducted
|

i _ as to the fertility of the soil and the capability of the land

and its natural vegetation tosupport agricultural development.
These studies should be reviewed and assessed in terms of the

ability of the land to serve in meeting established economic

and social development objectives.
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An important aspect in this review of the geological

aspects of the land in the Marianas is the availability of

fresh water. Though this is currently not a serious problem

on Rota and Tinian, the limited availability of fresh water on

Saipan will very soon be a limitation on growth.

I_ _ similar vein, a review should be made of the extent

to whichminera! resources exist in the Marianas, and an inven-

tory should be made of known or potential marine resources.

Most important, an assessment should be made of the extent

to which the geographic location, climate and natural setting , .

of the Marianas are in fact a high quality resource for the

development of tourism.

Infrastructure

A considerable amount of information is available which

describes the current industrial, social, and institutional

infrastructure of the Marianas. A thorough investigation

should be conducted to determine the extent to which the existing

infrastructure can support development.

Industrial Infrastructure. The existing "Charlie-Dock" on

Saipan, the breakwater and small dock on Tinian, and the old

existing dock at West Harbor on Rota, as well as the channels

leading to these docks, appear to be barely adequate for existing

demands. Attention needs to be given to the extent to which

oooa3
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these docks and harbors should be improved incrementally as

demands increase or (particularly on Tinian and Rota) whether

entirely new facilities Will need to be constructed.

There is an abundance of airfields on both Saipan and

Tinian, but consideration will need to be given as to the

extent to which these airfields need to be improved or consoli-

dated to meet the demands of the developing islands. The Rota

airfield is inadequate for even current traffiC, and attention

should be given to the type of facility required for future
t

air access to the island. The requirements for construction

of a new airstrip on Pagan, and possible needs on other islands

should _e reviewed.

Saipan has approximately forty miles of improved primary

roads and approximately thirty-five miles of secondary roads,

all of which receive reasonably heavy daily automobile traffic

under present conditions. The road structures on both Tinian

and Rota are not nearly as extensive as in Saipan and, as in

Saipan, consist largely of roads remaining from the period of

World War II military occupation. On all three islands, the

planning for future road improvements should be reviewed in

light of projected requirements.

The water systems on Rota, Tinian, and Saipan are also
i

largely those remaining from the period of World War If. in

all cases, a considerabl_ amount of water is lost through

leakage (on Saipan approximately 50 percent of water pumped),
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and the basic sources of water tend to be severely limited. This

shortage of existing fresh water is a current constraint on
J

development, and a thorough study should be given to the magnitude

of the problem in light of development goals.

Electrical power output of approximately 10,000 KW on

Saipan, 300 KW on Rota, and 600 KW on Tinian are probably

adequate for toda}'s power requirements, but will be marginal

with even limited growth and development. An investigation

should be conducted which will determine the extent to which

these power systems will need to be expanded incrementally

to meet future requirements.

Storm drainage systems, sewage systems, and provisions

for solid waste disposal are generally inadequate under existing

conditions, and detailed analysis will be required to determine

the extent to which these systems should be improved or replaced.

The projection of future needs used for this analysis must be

related to dew_lopment goals.

The inventory of the industrial infrastructure also

should include the communications network between islands and

within any of the islands. The heavy dependence upon radio for

interisland communication requires a well developed and dependable

, system, and projections should be made of these required improve-

i ments. The telephone system on Saipan does not meet even today's

I needs, and a t_orough study should be made to determine the

extent of the requirements on all of the islands for telephone

service and communication media.
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Social Infrastructure. The educational system in the Marianas

is reasonably well developed with some eighteen elementary

and secondary schools enrolling nearly 5,000 students. The

existing physical plant is inadequate although a construction

program has been given high priority. A small number of

students from the Mariana Islands are enrolled in the secondary

schools in Guam or the United States, and a limited but

growing number are enrolled in post-secondary educational

institutions outside the Marianas. A thorough review should
i

be made of the existing physical plant and programs with a

view of determining the extent to whichthe current educational

system will meet the future demands of the Mariana society.

The investigation should also include the levels of training

required of both indigenous teachers aswell as contract personnel

_91th care in the Marianas in the postwar period has been

provided as a function of government and private health care

facilities currently are not available. The hospital in Saipan,

supported by dispensaries in Rota and Tinian, provides barely

adequate care for today's population. A study should be made•

of the likely future demands for health care in the Marianas,

given development goals and objectives, and of the ability•to

meet these needs through either existing public or private

health care systems.

Although there has been a very considerable expansion in

private housing in the Marianas in recent years, the general

03006
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quality of the housing remains inadequate. A study should

be made of the requirements for improvements to current

housing and the requirements for additional housing necessary

to meet expected expansion in population of both indigenous

and foreign residents of the Marianas.

Institutional Infrastructure. Other aspects of the infra-

structure, including all institutional aspects of government,

finance, and other areas of public service, should be carefully

reviewed, and assessed in terms of their ability to meet the

future requirements. Specific attention should be given toJ

development institutions, such as commercial banks, development

loan programs, etc., to determine the appropriateness of

current institutional practices and operations for future develop-

ment in the Marianas.

Economic and Social Trends

In addition to an assessment of the existing economic and

social base, there is a requirement for the determination _of

the economic and social forces which appear most likely to

change the existing base. This trend analysis should be conducted

in the context of determining the adequacies of the economic

and social base as it seems most likely to develop over the

next several years, and in the context of the demands on this

base to meet the desired development goals and objectives.

[
000 7
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At the present time, there are no U. S. military installations

or activities in the Marianas. However, in assessing the develop-

ment of the existing economic base it will be necessary to •

explicitly consider income, employment and other impacts of

proposed military operations on Tinian. It is recognized

that these impacts could be as significant in planning the

future economy as any of the current economic and social trends.

Income and Employment Levels. Specific study should be made

of income and employment in the Marianas. At the present

time there is no unemployment in the Marianas, though certainly

underemployment does exist in many sectors. Income levels,

though rising, are not high. The historical trend and projections

of the existing economic base will give some insight into the

extent to which the economy of the Marianas as it now exists

will support the attainment of new income and employment objec-

tives. In addition to private sector income, attention should

be given to the extent to which public revenues may be forth-

coming to support an increased level of public services. Through-

out all of the analyses of income potential in the Marianas

there should be a special emphasis on the sources of employment,

including military employment, which will generate this
i

income.

o3ooas
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Review of Trust Territory Government and Mariana

Islands District Government Economic and Social

Programs. Both the Trust Territory Government and the District

Government of £1_e Marianas have plans for capital improve-

ments and program themes for the Mariana Islands. A thorough

review of these programs, as they have impacted on the Marianas

in the past and as they are currently implemented, should be

conducted. Specific attention should be given to past and

current levels of funding for capital improvements for roads,
I

water, power, sewer systems, school construction, health

facilities, transportation, communication, and public building

construction. The financial impact of these construction

projects should be determined, in addition to the analyses

of past and current capital improvements, attention should

be given to the balance of capital improvements and other programs.

A review cf operating programs should be conducted with

the view to determining emphases and special thrust which have

been and are currently evident. Further, this analysis should

result in projections of the future needs to provide well --

balanced programs capable of meeting the development requirements.

The proportion of the total operating budget which goes to

education, public safety, public health, transportation and

communication, economic development,and administration should

be noted, and the priorities for future development should be

established. The District and Trust Territory governments



provide the major source of employment in the Marianas, and the

extent to which governmental program trends affect employment

should be ascertained.

Analysis of Private Sector Economic and Commercial

Development. The assessment of the economic and social base

on which future development must take place should identify

growth forces and project the economic growth of the private

sector in an attempt to determine the extent to which such
t

growth will support the attainment of the economic and social goals.

(i) A_'riculture

Under the Japanese occupation a major portion of the

Marianas were devoted to agricultural production. Since _:_-_,_

that time little development in the agricultural sector has _*'! t. _;_J

been evident. In the northern islands a limited amount of

coconuts are harvested and marketed as copra. The island

of Rota has developed sufficient production of vegetables to

justify marketing in Guam and Saipan, and a substantial live- "

-12

stock industry has recently developed on Tinian. The Marianas, , y7 _.:

however, still depend largely upon imports for food and fiber.

Given agricultural resources, _it appears that increased

production of beef cattle, pork, dairy herds, and vegetables •

is possible. Public land can become available to the private

sector. _he education and training programs of the public

'": , 00070
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school system can provide the occupational skills and under-

standing necessary for commercial agriculture as an occupation.

The financial institutions of the Marianas can be made responsive

to agriculturalneeds. And, finally, agricultural markets

can be developed as military and tourism requirements for agri-

cultural products increase.

A careful riview of agricultural trends and of the

opportunities for agricultural development should be made.

This will necessarily include analyses of the potential income

which cab be generated through agriculture, the capital and

labor requirements for substantial growth, and the availability

of existing or future markets for the output of this sector.'

(ii) Marine Industry

A careful review needs to be made of existing studies

to determine the extent to which the marine resources do in

fact constitute an exploitable resource in the Marianas. In

addition to the possibilities of large scale fishing and/or

processing for international markets, the possibility of the

development of a local fish market, and of the development of

fish or fish meal as a basic source of animal feed, should be

investigated.

(iii) Manufacturing

• Manufacturing as an industry in the Marianas does not

exist in the usual commercial sense. There has been some

•. 03007i
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development in the construction industry, including the

manufacture of cement block and limited amounts of building

materials. A Coca Cola bottling plant, a slaughtering house,

and other small enterprises have been established, but these do

not constitute significant manufacturing activities. Even

though the prospects for manufacturing are not bright, given

known local resources, a Careful review of manufacturing

potentials should be conducted.

(iv) Tourism

Probably the most signifidant private sector develop-

ment in the Marianas has been the development of an embryonic

tourist industry. The number of visitors to the Marianas

has increased substantially in the last few years. In addition

to the three hotels on Saipan, modest facilities also are available

on Rota and Tinian. The Saipan Continental and the Pacifica

Heights hotels, currently under construction, will approximately

double the number of hotel rooms available within the next

year or two. Further expansion of both of these hotels, along

with the construction of additional hotels for which permits

have been issued, such as the permits for a hotel on Pagan and

the Intercontinental Hotel on Saipan, could easily bring the

number of first-class hotel rooms available in the Marianas to

1,500 rooms within the next five to six Years.

The capital investment of such a hotel construction program,

as well as employment in construction, may have a major impact
/
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on the Marianas. Employment opportunities will be generated

directly within the hotel industry, as well as indirectly

through secondary and tertiary services to support a major

tourist industry. These impacts on the economy must be care-

fully analyzed in light of new development goalsand objectives.

(v) Trade and Services

The level of wholesale/retail trade and personal

services currently provided in the Marianas has developed as

the population and levels of income have grown. Although

they are probably adequate to meet today's needs on Saipan,

they are marginal at best on Rota and Tinian. Substantial

development will need to take place as the economy and popu-

lation grow, particularly if there is a requirement to serve

a. military population as well. An investigation should

be made of the existing inadequacies of the trade and personal

services industry, and assessments should be developed to

determine future requirements. The growth of a tourist

industry will have the largest single impact on this commercial

sector, although increases in overall income levels for island

residents also will immediately be translated into retail and

service demands. In addition to projecting trade patterns based

on consumer spending in the Marianas, attention should be given

to the flow of trade between the Marianas and the rest of the

Pacific. region, the impact on the economy of continued deficits •
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in trade balances and the requirements for transportation

facilities to support wholesale and retail trade.

(vi) ]Finance

The private sector of the Marianas currently depends

primarily on government agencies for development funds. The

/

Economic Development Loan Fund and various Trust funds admin-

istered by the government are supplemented by a very limited

development of credit unions. These public agencies lack the

resourcis needed to serve the existing demand. Two United

States banks have branches on Saipan which have limited lending

authority, but are not prime sources of development funds, v_

Other financial services (such as insurance) are available in

limited form but would need to be expanded considerably.

Projections should be made of the magnitude and kinds

of financial services necessary to facilitate the growth

process. In addition to the analysis of current trends in

the development of financial institutions, special attention

should be given to the extent to which the pool of savings in
.°

the Marianas is developing, and the extent to which it may be

adequate to serve the capital development needs of the future.

Existing Land Use Patterns

Although land is the most valuable and basic resource

existing in the Marianas, current land use patterns do not
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indicate intensive development in any of the islands. The

density of the population does not present substantial

pre_res for intensive use of land, other than in organized

villages, and agricultural activities have not resulted in

extensive land requirements. To the extent, however, that

existing land use patterns will guide future development

through precedent or prior development, the current land use

I base, upon which future development will take place, should

I be carefully analyzed.

Approximately 80 percent of the land in the Marianas is

classified as public land. With the exception of public lands

used for commercial purposes on the island of Saipan, and for

a substantial agricultural operation on Tinian, these public

lands are not used. Provision has been made for acquisition

of public lands by private parties through homesteading, but

I this process has not led to the transfer of any significant

i proportion of public landholdings to private ownership. In
regard to private land holdings, clear title has not been

established for a substantial number of private parcels, nor..

have all private claims against public land been settled.

Master plans now exist for the physical development

of Saipan and Rota, and land use mapping is an ongoing activity.
This activity should be reviewed and projections should be made

J of likely future development patterns based on the new assumptions

implicit in newly defined development goals and objectives.

]
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The United States military has reserved areas on both

Saipan and Tinian for contingency purposes. This land

consists largely of undeveloped airfields and dockside facilities

which need to be carefully assessed to determine the degree

to which continued retention would act as a constraint or handi-

cap on&_development.

The private land holdings in the Marianas are largely

restricted to residential areas and small tracts of land used

for agricultural purposes. Under the Homestead Program private •

landholdings have increased and additional requests for home-

I stead lands have been made.

I No land use controls (such as zoning) are exercised over
private land or private land transactions. Building codes and

I construction guidelines are not currently in force and the

development of private land is proceeding in a haphazard manner.

I A thorough study should be made of the likely growth in amounts

and types of private land development. Again, this analysis
of existing private land use patterns should be conducted in the

I context of the overall planning goals and 0bjectives established.

I Analysis of Government Organization. Important aspects of the

•I existing social and economic base in the Marianas are the
operations of the District •and Trust Territory Governments. The

I functions of government will take on an even greater importance

under new Commonwealth status. A thorough examination of the

l
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scope and effectiveness of government operations is required

to determine the extent to which executive functions can be

simply transfered to the new Commonwealth government and the

extent to which reorganization will be required.

(i) Trust Territory Government

Although there are close parallels between the general

functions performed by the Trust Terrirory and the District

governments, the degree to which the District Government has
i

responsibility for specific functions varies. For example,

the Department of Education at the District Government level

operates relatively independently of the TrustTerritory Government

District Government finance and accounting, procurement and

supply, and personnel administration, however, are largely

directed by the Trust Territory Government. Similarly, the

District Department of Public Works operates relatively indepen-

dently of the Trust Territory Government, whereas the District

Department of Resources and Development depends heavily upon

the Trust Territory Government for expertise in technical

aspects of agriculture, marine resources, etc.

A close examination should be made of the extent to which

each function currently performed at the District level is

self-sustaining. Similarly, those District Government functions

currently performed wholly or in large part by the Trust Terri-

tory Government for the District should also be determined. A
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related investigation should be made to determine any completely

new functions, not currently performed by either the District

or the Trust Territory Governments, which will need to be

assumed by the executive arm of the new commonwealth.

Consideration also should be given to problems that will

result from the removal of the Trust Territory Government

from Saipan. An orderly transition should be planned so that

there will be minimum disruption of the activities of either

government. Employees wishing to transfer to the new Common-

wealth Government should be given an opportunity to find

employment in the District Government in areas where the

•District Government will have expanded to prepare for the

transition to commonwealth status. This adjustment will require

close cooperation between the Trust Territoryand District

Governments.

(ii) Organizational Effectiveness

_ of District Government

The current government organizational structure in the

Marianas has developed as a natural extension of the Trust

Territory Government. Although this structure may be adequate

to meet current needs, the assumption of new government functions

by the Commonwealth will almost surely require a modification

of government organizational structure. To determine the

requirements for government reorganization to accomodate the

oaooTa
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needs of the new Commonwealth, a detailed analysis of the

existing District Government's operations, strengths and

deficiencies should be made.

(iii) District Government Staffing Patterns

In excess of 1,.000 persons are employed by the District

Government in the Marianas. The bulk of these employees are

in the District Department of Public Works and the District

Department of Education. Limitations on funding have greatly

restricted the growth in the' numbers of employees and the levels

of expertise in the District. The majority of the teachers in

the Public school system do not have the college or university

/

trai_ing required for certification. Most of the employees

in the Department of Public Works do not possess formal training

or education for the jobs they are performing. Several key

positions in both departments are Vacant due to the lack of

availability of qualified personnel.

An investigation of each of the major departments within

the District Government should be conducted to determine the
.°

extent to which current staffing levels are adequate and the

extent to which employee productivity meets acceptable standards.
• J%

A key aspect in the staffing of government will be the

adequacy of gow_rnment pay scales to attract competent personnel.

With private sector economic growth in the Marianas, and with

increased access to high wage employment in the U. S. for

O30079
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Marianas citizens, the government will be required to compete

vigorously to attract and hold capable employees.

(iv) Education and Training Programs for Government

Personnel

Although most of the key positions in the District

Government are filled with individuals with some university

education, and although many of them have been able to take

advantage of special training programs offered locally, a

study should be made to determine how new education and

training programs can increase the ability of all government

personnel to function more effectively. Existing education and

training programs should be analyzed and determinations should

be made of additional training requirements.

Analysis of the Existing Legal Base. The existing legislative

and judicial functions of the District Government have been

created under specific statutes and regulatory directives of

of the Trust Territory Government. The Department of Legal

Affairs at the District level, encompassing Public Safety

activities of the Police and Fire Departments and the District

Attorney's office, has a specific function in dealing with local

civic affairs. In all cases, the Department operates with a

clea_,!y limited authority and shares jurisdiction with the

Attorney General's office in the Trust Territory Government.
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The District legislative functions exist through elected

municipal councils, and the District Legislature. The role

and scope of the legislative arm, however, is strictly limited

by the authority of the Trust Territory Government and the

Congress of Micronesia.

All aspects of the legislative and judicial functions

should be examined with a view to determining the extent to

which the existing District legislative and judicial base

could be self-s_ufficient under commonwealth status. In addition,

specific attention should be given to those aspects of the

legislative and judicial basewhich exist in the Trust Terri-

tory Government:, and which would need to be assumed by the Marianas

under commonwealth status. The existing statutes and codes

of the Marianas, and of the Trust Territory as they apply to

the Marianas, should be examined with a view to determining

required modifications and additional laws and regulations

which will need to be established.

Formulation of Development Policies --

Theassessment of the current and projected base for

development will allow determination of deficiencies or short-

comings in the ability of the Marianas to achieve desired goals

and objectives. Overcoming the deficiencies and shortcomings



will require policies to set im motion forces or programs

necessary to bridge the gap between needs and means. To deter-

mine appropriate policies, development targets must be es-

tablished, and the resource requirements to meet the targets must

be specified. The targets should be articulated in the specific

language of the goals and objectives and should include, for

example, the specific income gap which must be bridged, the spe-

cific rate of required labor force growth, the specific gains

in health care which must be made, the specific improvements in

the educational system which must be accomplished, the specific •

social, industrial, and economic infrastructure which must be pro-

vided, and the specific level of effectiveness in government

which must be established.

Determination of Resource Requirements

Given specific develop ent targets and target dates,

it will be necessary to determine the resource requirements to

meet the targets. These resource requirements should be

detailed in terms of land requirements, labor requirements,

capital goods requirements, financial requirements, infra-

structure rec51irements and legal requirements.

Available Internal Resources. An inventory of available internal

resources should include both private and public sector resources,

and strict care should be given to approaching these

realistically and pragmatically. To the extent possible,

O O0 z
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development goals and objectives should be met from available

internal resources and external resources should be depended

upon _ _y to make up deficit requirements.

Required External: Resources. With the total resources required

to meet development targets established, and the availability

of internal resources determined, the requirements for external

resources to meet development goals can be determined. These

external resources should be articulated in terms of labor

resources, financial resources, etc.

Determination of Means to Mobilize

Intemnal Resources

A primary emphasis in the development program should

be placed on the mobilization of internal resources to allow

the people of the Marianas to participate to the greatest degree

possible in their own development. With a limited resource base

in the Mariana Islands, both the public and private sectors must

be aware of, and guided into programs and activities which will

support overall development. This means, for example, that m_-

thods will need to be devised to assure the optimum use of both

public and private land resources. The labor force, although

currently fully employed, will need to be upgraded in terms of

skills and directed into the kinds of employment which will

support the attainment of development goals and objectives.
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Similarly, local savings and investment funds must be directed

into channels which will facilitate their use. Even management

skills need to be developed and directed in a manner consistant

with the overall development strategy. The mobilization of in-

ternal resources will also need to be programmed so that as

the development process accelerates there is an effort to de-

crease the reliance on external resources.

Determination of Means to Gain Access
to External Resources

At least in the early years of the development process,

it will be necessary to depend considerably on external resources

in meeting development goals and objectives• An investigation

of the means of obtaining access to sources of funding external to

the Marianasshould be conducted. This investigation should iden-

tify sources of funding which will exist because of the direct tie

between the United States and the new Commonwealth. It also should

include an identification of private capital sources in the United

States as well as other areas of the Western Pacific.
°.

Formulation of Development Programs

Within the framework of development strategies and

policies to attain objectives and goals, specific programs are

required for social and economic development, physical devel-

opment, government reorganization and the establishment of the

l
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legislative and legal basis for self government and development.

These programs should be coordinated and scheduled in accordance

with development priorities, the changing availability of re-

sources for their i_plementation and the requirements to attain

planned development targets within an established time frame•

Programs for Economic and Social Development

The range of economic and social programs should cover

all economic sectors and social services (both public and private).
l

Agriculture, tourism, trade and other economic sector programs

should aim to generate the employment and income required for

the Marianasto assume the financial responsibilities of self

government. Health, education and other social service programs

should aim to provide the greatest possible support for economic
I

development,and a standard of life acceptable for a member of

the U.S. political family.

In formulating development programs, it is important

to identify specific projects and to establish project priorities

in terms of project contributions to overall program objectives..

It is equally importantto assess the interrelationships of

programs (and projects) to assure that each economic and social

development activity provides maximum support to all other

development activities.
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Programs to Determine Land Ownershi p
and Future Land Use

A key development program which must be instituted as

part of the planning process itself is the land cadastral program.

Other programs; to promote the economic and social development of

the Marianascannot proceed in a coordinated andwell directed

manner until the land issue is resolved. Similarly, settlement

of land issues is fundamental for physical development "

planning, especially in view of the limited land resources

in the Marianas.

Cadastral Survey. Although boundaries to public lands are gen-

erally known, there is widespread private usage of public lands

and considerable controversy concerning the manner in which these
I

lands were transferred at an earlier date from private to public

use. A restatement of the exact boundaries of public lands is

needed. Also, the specific boundaries of military retention

lands on Saipan, and more importantly, on Tinian must be determined

exactly for planning purposes.

Equally important are the surveys required for all

privately held parcels of land. These private holdingsinclude

381 parcels, tctaling 1,225 hectares. In addition, there

are miscellaneous homesteads without precisely defined boundaries.

On Rota alone, some 335 parcels, totaling 940 hectares of pre-

war properties, remain unsurveyed and the boundaries of homesteads

which have been awarded since the war need clarification. The
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completion of all surveying should be accomplished during the

preparation of the overall development plans.

Withthe completion of the survey of boundaries of public

and military retention lands and existing privately held parcels

of land a program should be implemented immediately to establish

title to all privately held parcels of land. This program should

consist of at least the following:

a) The reestablishment of boundaries of all land parcels
/

_ as delineated by Japanese land surveys,

b) The recording of all United States military actions

regarding land matters,

c) The translation and indexing of pre-war land re-

\ cords that have been recovered,

d) The establishment of a system to determine the legal

heirs of deceased land owners,

e) The resolution of problems relating to public

highways, pipelines, electric lines, and related

_/ utilities which have crossed private lands without

legal easements or compensation to property owner_,

f) The closing out of the' filing of claims outstanding

- with respect to land ownership disputes,

g) The establishment of _a comprehensive deed registration

system for the entire Marianas,

h) The recording of legal ownership of all land parcels.
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Physical Planning. The preparation of a plan for the future

physical development of the Marianas should be concurrent with

the determination of land ownerwship. This plan should include

the designation of major land use areas as residential, commercial,

industrial, agricultural, public, recreational, transportation

and open space. Specific site locations should be selected

and systems should be designed for water, power, sewage, solid

waste disposal, storm drainage, communications, road systems,

harbor and dock facilities, and air transportation facilities.

Sites should he selected and general schematic designs should be

developed for public buildings, educational facilities, medical

facilities, and recreational facilities. Regulatory and adminis-

trative mechanisms should be devised for land use controls, building

codes, and for the general administration and monitoring of

land use.

Programs for Management Improvement in Government

The transition to a new political status will require"

programs for the reorganization of government. These programs

should facilitate a rapid transfer of functions and authority

from the Trust Territory Government to the new Marianas

Government. In addition, they should delineate the means by

which levels of government efficiency and productivity can be

improved.

0S00 8
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The programs will be required to accommodate changes in

the basic organizational structure of government and to specify

the appropriate line and staff organizations to all existing

Marianas Government functions, as well as those currently

performed by the •Trust Territory Government. The adminis-

trative structure of the Marianas Government need not be com-

plicated, but it must provide for management control and ade-

quate staff support for the legislature and the chief executive.

Because of the large number of Marianas residents

employed by the TrustTerritory Headquarters Government, specific

attention must be given to integrating these government workers

into the new Marianas Government and to providing other oppor-

tunities for those who cannot be integrated.

Determination of Insitutional Requirements

for the Implementation of
Development Programs

All programs for the development of the Marianas will
.°

need careful direction and guidance _n their implementation.

It is not likely that coordinated growth will occur if funding

and development effort are devoted to specific capital projects

or programmatic: themes in a piecemeal fashion.

03008S
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Determination of an Appropriate Organizational Entity

An organizational entity will need to be charged with

the authority and responsibility for guiding the development

process in the Marianas. A review should be made of the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of direction and coordination through

the executive branch of government, through existing legislative

commissions, or through a specific development authority

created by legislative action. In order to determine the

appropriate orqanizational entity, it will be necessary to

review the experience of planning units in local government.

elsewhere that have faced situations analagous to those found

• in the Marianas_

J

Determination of the Role and Scope of
Implementan@ Agencies

In addition to ascertaining the form of the particular

entity which willbe responsible for the planning and devel-

opment process, it will be necessary to formulate a careful

definition of the role and structure of all public and pri-

vate implementing agencies and institutions. This definition

should include the role of each development agency and in-
i

stitution visa vis the executive and the legislative branches

of governaent, and groups or individuals in the private sector.
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The scope of activities of all development agencies and insti-

tutions should be carefully specified.

A number of different development institutions, or

implementing agencies, may be necessary in order to avoid undue

concentration of economic power. A development corporation

could be utilized as the principal source of capital, both

equity and borrowed capital, for new or expanding private

businesses. A separate land corporation might be desireable

to handle disposition or use of public lands• Whatever agencies

which might be established, their basic authority, mission and

structure should be specified.

Preparation of Legal Plans for Transition and DevelOpment

Political status change will necessarily require the

drafting and approval of a constitution, the reorganization of

0500SI
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the judiciary, a possible reorganization of the legislative

branch, and the development of a body of laws which must be

enacted to establish the new executive branch of government.

In addition to these actions that must be taken prior to the

formation of a new government, legislation must be prepared

to create regulatory agencies, to establish development agencies

and institutions, to provide sources of public revenue, to pro-

vide for public safety, and to assume all those executive,

legislative and judicial functions currently performed for the

Marianas by the Trust Territory Government. Therefore, legal

planning is an essential element of the proposed planning program.

PROPOSED WORK PROGRAM
• AND COST ESTIMATES

With the exception of the proposed cadastral survey,

it is judged that all planning work can be accomplished in 18

months. The cadastral survey would require two years for the

physical survey, and perhaps and additional five years for the

resolution of legal disputes and claims. A possible schedule

for major planning tasks is presented inFigure 2.
s

In the past, planning efforts in the Marianas, as

well as the Trust Territory as a whole, have not been effective.

The is attributable to the lack of policy direction for planners;
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Figure 2. PROPOSED SCHEDULE OF WORK

0'

Tasks 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i0 Ii 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Calendar Months

_. MOBILIZATION AND PLAN-

NING COORDINATION

II. DETEKMINE DEVELOPMENT

OBJECTIVES

III. FOP_MULATE DEVELOPMENT

STRATEGIES

A. De_:ermine Economic

and Social Base

B. Determine Existing
Land Use Patterns

C. Analyze Government

Organization

D. Analyze Legal Base

E. Assess Adequacy of

Economic, Social,

I and Legal Base AgainstDevelopment Objectives .

IV. FO_JLATE DEVELOPMENT

I POLICIES
A. Establish Development

T_rrgets

I B. Determine ResourceRequirements

C. Determine Policies to

I Mobilize Internal Re-
sources

D. Determine Policies to

Gain Access to Exter-

_i Resources
V.

FORMULATE DEVELOPMENT

i PROGRAMSA. Economic and Social

Development Programs

I B. Program for Determination ..
of Land Ownership and
?uture Land Use

i. Cadastral Survey (24 calendar months)

2. Physical Plan

C. Program for Reorgnn-

ization of Government
VI. DEteRMINE INSTITUTIONAL RZ -_

QU_REMENTS FOR DEVELOPMENT

. VII. PREPARATION OF LEGAL PLAN
FOR POLITICAL STATUS TRANS-

ITION AND DEVELOP_LENT

PROGRAF_ IMPLESLENTATION

VIII. PREPARATION CF COMPRE- 0_0093

-MES2S_
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to the lack of formal communication between planners and the

people for whom they were planning; and to the lack of coordination

of planning efforts. In addition, planning has never been con-

ducted withinan institutional, organizational or financial

context which would allow the orderly implementation of plans.

The work program for development planning as part of

a political status transition program should aim at overcoming

as many as possible of the deficiencies of past planning efforts.

It should indicate specifically the various components of

overall development planning and provide for thierintegration

by careful scheduling and coordination.

Allocation of Planning Resources

8

Detailed assessments of professional requirements for

legal and physical development planning, including the cadastralsurvey

are presented in the appendixes to this work paper. The re-

quirements fox: planning coordination, economic and social plan-

ning and government reorganization are shown in Table i.

Planning Coordination

For the 18 month planning program, it is judged that

a full time project coordinator will be required (72 manweeks).

This roordinator should serve as the liaison between a planning

entity "created to supervise planning and the various teams of

O 00 4
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planners. Further, the coordinator should have responsibility

I

for assuring that all planning teams adhere to accepted plan-

ning goals and objectives, and that all teams base their work

on a common set of planning assumptions.

Economic and Social Plannin@

The economic and social objectives and projections

required as the basis for all other planning should be established

by economic and social planners. In addition, these planners

should have the responsibility for programming the implementation

of other plans in accordance with their determination of Priorities

and available internal and external resources.

It is judged that the services of a senior development

i planner would be • required for the entire 18 month period

(72 manweeks), and that the services of an intermediate level •

development planner would be required for the first 14 months

(56 manweeks)of the planning period. In addition, these planners
l

i should be supported by various short term specialists with

expertise in specific economic and social sectors. Includinq.

specialist time (16 manweeks), the total economic and social

I 'plannlng effort is estimated to consist of 144 professional

manwee_s.

l
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Government Reor@anizationPlannin9

A public administration specialist should carefully

review executive branch reorganization requirements and de-

velop reorganization and other government administration programs.

He should be supported by short term Specialists in a variety

of technical areas. It is estimated that government reorgan-

ization planning Would require 56 professional manweeks, in-

cluding 24 manweeks for the public administration specialist

and a total of 32 manweeks for the various short term specialists.

Cost Estimates

In preparing cost estimates, assumptions were made as

to the: salaries which would have to be paid to individuals with

the appropriate professional qualifications for the various

planning tasks. For economic, social and public administration

planners, salaries should range between $25,000 and $30,000

per year. Salaries for short term specialists are estimated

at an average daily rate of $150 (see Table 2). Salary details _

for legal• and physical planners (including cadastral survey

personnel) are presented in the appendixes.

To determine total professional staff costs, estimated

professional salaries were multiplied by administrative over-

head factors experienced by planning consultants in conducting

field operations. These administrative overhead costs reflect

•-, 0300 B
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Table 2.

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

MARIANA ISLANDS (PHASE I)

! TRANSITION PLANNING
L

I _ Estimated Estimated EstimatedAnnual Salary/ Total

t_/ Manweeks Salary Week Salary

I 1. PLANNING COORDINATION:
Project Coordinator 72 $32,500 $625 $45,000

I "2. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PLANNING:

Senior Development Economist 72 30,000 580 41,760

Intermediate Development

I Economist 56 25,000 485 ll, 640
l/

Consultants (@ $150 p.d. av)-- 16 (daily 750 12,000

rated)

I 3. GOVERNMENT REORG;d_IZATION:
Public Administration

Specialist _/ 24 25,000 485 ll, 640 •

Consultants (@$150 p.d. av) -_ 32 (daily 750
24,000

rated)

4. PHYSICAL PLANNING:(See Appendix A) ........

5. LEGAL PLANNING:(See Appendix B) ........

6. CADASTRAL SURVEY

(See Appendix A) ........

i_/ Includes Specialists for: 2/ Includes Specialists for:a) Tourism Promotion a) Government Accounting and Records

b) Agriculture & Fisheries b) Tax Administration

c) Finance (Investment, c) EducationCommercial and Devel- d) Health

opment Banking) e) PublicSafety

f) Communications

g) Personnel Training

]
t
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indirect professional salary costs and the costs of establishing

and maintaining offices, secretaries and other support facilities

and personnel for professionals. Total Professional staff cost

estimates, including salaries and overhead, are presented in

Table 3 for each component of the planning program.

Also included in Table 3 are estimates of travel, per

diem and miscellaneous costs. In general, it is assumed that

professional staff will be contract personnel recruited in the4

continental United States. Thus, cost estimates include the

cost of moving professionals and their dependents from the

mainland to the Marianas.

As indicated in Table 3, the total cost of compre-

hensive planning for the Marianas is estimated to be $4,561,470.

,, 0 0i )0
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Table 3.

BUDGET ESTIMATES

MARIANA ISLANDS (PHASE I)
TRANSITION PLANNING

I. Plannin@ CoordinatiOn

Staff $ 90,000
Travel 5,000
Per Diem 14,000
Miscellaneous ....2,500

$ 111,500

2. Economic a_ Social •Plannin_

Staff 137,840
Consultants 18,000
Travel 15,000
Per Diem 25,200
Miscellaneous 5,000

201,040

3. Government Reorganization Planning

I Staff 23,280
Consultants 36,000
Travel i0,000

' Per Diem 5,600
Miscellaneous 1,000

75,880
p

!

4. Physical Plannin_

Staff :

i. Land Use 255,000
2. Access and Circulation 230,000

3. Public Facilities 1,85,500
4. Public Utilities 340,000

5. Regulatory and Ad-

I ministrative 67,500 1,078 ,000

Travel _ 61,950
Per Diem 32,625

I Communications 12 825
Photography and Printing 21,650

1,207,050



5. Lena! Planning $ 500,000

6. Cadastral Survey
i
i

Field Surveys: - ....'
i. Saipan $397,000 _
2. Rota 278,000
3. Tinian 16,O00 •

$673,000 . _ - _qO _'...5':',
..Aerial Mapping 50,000 _ -,"

-_ / Recording and Registration 500,000- _ :'"_- /:_,_
Disposition of Land Disputes 560,000 __-_
Land Commission Management 350,000 i.:-,..'-
Travel and Per Diem for Expatriates 333,000

2,466,000

_/ "" $4,561,470

Notes:
i. staff and consultant cost estimates include salaries and

administrative overhead. Administrative overhead is com-

puted at i00 percent of estimated staff salaries and
50 percent of estimated consultant fees.

2. Per Diem estimates include overseas allowances for long
term expatriate staff.

3. Estimates of miscellaneous expenses include relocation
allowances (movement and storage of household effects,
etc.) for long term expatriate staff.

i

I

I
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•APPENDIX A

COMPREHENSIVE PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

FOR THE

MARIANA ISLANDS •
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i.

COttPREIIEtlSIVE PHYSICAL DEVELOPMEtlT PLArIIIING

i. IIlTRODUCTIOII: ESTABLISH OBJECTIVES AND ASSUMPTIOI.IS

It has been laraely the United States who has introduced the residents of the

_lariana Islands to the rising expectations of a better economic future and a

higher standard of living. The United States has pledged to the United Nations

and to the people of the Marianas that It would promote their economic and

physical develooment as well as politlcal and social advancement. Economic
t

improvement, and wi'th it the required physical planning and construction,

carries risks to the residents of losing control both of their own economy as

well as the quality of the physical development. The pace of development in

the'Harianas is rapldly accelerating due largely to the increase in population

fostered by a growing tourist industry. The citizens of the Marianas are eager

to accept growtll and development providing it does not mean that they must sur-

render their lands and control of their own destiny. They do not want to be

like Guam where a tasteless urban sprawl down one side of the Island has been

allowed to develop due largely to economic speculation. They do not want to

be like Hawaii, where in Honolulu real estate speculation and overdevelopment

has created conditions which suggest to the Islanders that they have been in-

vaded and overwhelmed. What the citizens of the Marianas want is to escape from

conditions of blight and poverty, adequate housing of which they can be proud

and reside in with.the assurance that It will not be blown away by the next

typhoon, an adequate diet and an end to disease and annual epidemics, better

access to modern conveniences, and an opportunity to share in a standard of

living which more nearly approximates that of the united States. The chal-

lenge, therefore, of thls planning study, will be to structure an implemen-

tation plan whereby these objectives may be met in an orderly manner over a

ten year development program.

i

0 0i05
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Of para_unt importance is the need to structure such a plan in a way as to.

provid-, the citizens of the flarianas wlth firm control not only of the Im-
, _5,

plementation and construction of Improvements, but of their planning and

development as well

A. OBJECTIVES . ."

I. To achieve a physical standard of living more comparable to that of

the continental Unlted States within ten years..

2. To maintain the quality of the natural environment indigenous to

the Marlanas.

3. To implement a physical Improvements plan based on a growth economy

through a comprehensive, phased program.

4. To establish local regulatory control of the planning design and con-

structilon of physical Improvements.

B. ASSUMPTIOtlS

I. That tourism as an industry can be expected to flourish, particularly

on the Island of Salpan.

2. That the population of Saipan will not exceed 50,000 people by the end

of the I0 year development period. _

3. That there will be local acceptance on the Islands of a non-resident

population directly related to Industry.
..

4. That the Island of Rota will maintain its present agrarian economy wlth

a limited increase in tourism.

5. That the Island of Tinian will be developed primarily as a military

installatIon wlth a limited local clviIian population.

OfiOi }G
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' II. OUTLIIIE A!,!D DISCUSS THE GENERAL SCOPE OF REQUIREMENTS I!'1 TERMS OF PRESENT

CO;,IDITIO!IS VS. PROJECTED NEEDS REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE THE STATED OBJECTIVES

Thls project provides an opportunity to integrate the development of physical

plannlng with a comprehensive effort aimed at restructuring the political,

administrative,soclal, economic and physical systems of the _larianas. .As

a consequence, all aspects of the developmentprocess must incorporate a fIex-

iI)Illty to respond to change and growth. New investments and residents will

be drawn to the llarianas by the opportunities created through a comprehensive

planning and development effort.

A. LAND USE

Proper land Use planning is a means of assuring that the natural resources

of the 14arianas w111 be used to the greatest advantage of the citizens of

these islands and that an orderly framework exists For the physical grov_th

and change of their communities. If the existing land resources of the

tlarianas are properly and efficiently utilized they should prove to be

• adequate to support the long range development needs of the economy. IF

not, the Iimlted amount of land available on these islands will prove to

be a serious impediment to the anticipated economic expansion.

.°

There has been substantial effort directed to a better understanding of

the land an;d land use patterns on the islands. There also exists a cri-

tical need to understand in more detail the natura] resource potential

on each of the islands For posslble utilization of Future development.

Because of. the relatively low population densities in the Marianas since

030:t07
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Uorld _lar II, the need for comprehensive land use planning has only rc-

cently become evident Master Plans for Saipan and Rata were prepared

in 1968 and 1972 respectlvely. No land use plan presently exists for

Tinian, though background work was begun by the Marianas District Planner.

The uncertainty of future Military requirements has halted this planninn

effort.

Recent trends •indicate that the population of Saipan alone will exceed

the previous Master Plan's 1987 population projection• within the next five

years. In addition, forty-five percent of the present population of

Saipan is government employed and a significant change in the political

status of the Marianas wlll alter this ear]ier planning premise.

_'_ One of the most serious impediments to a successful economic future for

_ _ the islands of Salpan and Rata, however, is the lack of clear title to

land held by the private sector. It is critical to the development of

a land use plan and implementation program. Disruption during the war

destroyed much of the survey and mapping work begun by the Japanese in

1939. Following World War II the U.S. Navy established a monument on

Managaha Island and began a new survey on the islands of Saipan and

Tinian from this monument. A new survey was also begun on Rata. tli]i-

tary retention areas have now been surveyed and mapped, as have some new

homesteads in the public land, but private parcels (with the exception of

land in the villages) remain unsur_eyed and unmapped. Hundreds of par-

T_pcels of land are presently in question, and when surveying and mapping

have been completed it is expected that many more wi}l be contested.
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While land speculation has increased with the growth of tourism, virtually

no stable economic activity is posslble on private lands on Saipan and .-

Rata until clean, title has been established. The Trust Territory oovern-

ment has put a "freeze" on all homestead and lease arrangements on the
t

.. 'LJ .... I i's,_nd of Ti_lan pending negotiation on the future political status of

• . {

'- \ the rtarianas, ...

Approximately sixty percent of Saipan, two-thlrds of Tinian, and seventy-

five percent o£ Rata are held in Military retention or public trust.

Significant changes in the land tenure will be required to meet project-

ed economic expansion in the Marianas.

The quality and supply of housing will become increasingly important as

the economic objectlves for improved standard of living are approached.

, t2

Typhoon Jean, which struck the Marlanas in April 1968, seriously damaged

-- or destroyed a major portion of the housing stock of the Islands. Relief

funds provided by the U.S. government made possible the replacement of

about 500 housing units but as temporary replacement houses, they are

subject to damage or destruction by the next major typhoon.

During earlier and more primitive periods in the Islands, housing was

easily and quickly erected from indigenous materials. With the present

mode and standard of living exlstipg in the Marlanas today, typhoon damage

often means the loss of household goods and appliances of considerable

value. Islanders can no longer afford, nor is it consistent with overall

objectives, for them to live in dwellings that must be rebuilt every few

years and repaired after every major storm.
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Of the approximately 2,800 housing units now on Saipan, Tinian and Rota,

generally 9O_ are substandard by U.S. measure and subject to typhoon damage.

The remaining IO_;of the housing units are of concrete construction and

are considered to be permanent. Most of these have Flush toilets connect-

ed to septic tanks or sewers; others continue to use "benjos" or "out-

houses". A housing survey and Inventory Is presently being conducted by

the Marlanas District Administration Planning Office on the islands of

•i_ipan, Tinian and Rota.

An extensive amount of background information on Existing Land Use, Topo-
p

graphy, Geologlcal Conditions, Water Resources and Climate is available

i for each of the Islands. The previous Master Plans and numerous
studies

done for roads and utIIitles also provide valuable Information for this

I planning and programming effort.

i
The following elements describe briefly the major work program areas by

general land use Item I, the Program although
classlfication. Cadastral

not a land use classification, Is a critica] element to effective land

use planning and implementation. Within the Five general land use desig-

nations - residential, commerclal, Industrial, pub|ic and agriculture and
open space - the following sequence of work steps would be undertaken:

- Data collection, existing studies and surveys

- Analysis of Data

- Goal and Criteria Definition

- Preparation of Concepts and Strategies

- Preparation of Cost Estimates For ImpIementatIon Programs

-_ - Preparation of Reports

030 I0
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• These land use categories and work steps would be applied to each island

and would reflect thelr Individual characteristics.

The Master Plans prepared for Salpan and Rota in 1968and'f972 should be

revised and updated to reflect the marked Increase In tourism and popula-

tion and the employment Implications of a major change in political status.

In addition their scope must be expanded to Include a better framework for

impIementatlon. When military land requirements on TInian have been re-

solved a Comprehensive Development Plan for lands in the public (non-

military) and private sectors can be prepared. A complete and comprehen-

slve survey and mapping of lands on Saipan and Rota could be completed

within two years. When the military requirements on Tinlan are resolved

clear title to exchanged lands must be given to the TInlanesewithin the

same period of tlme.

l.- Cadast ral Program

The planning work concerned wlth land ownership Includes the Islands

of Salpan, Rota and Tinlan. All lands on Tinlan have been surveyed

and wlth the possible exception of some checking requirements, the

' " primary land ownership work for the Island of Tlnian will be the

J:( coordination of deed registration into a more comprehensive program
, /

• ._/

for all the Marlanas. The situation on Salpan and Rota, however, is
. /

quite different wlth a substantial amount of property on each Island
./

remaining to be surveyed and many legal disputes still existing.

Consequently this proposal In discussing the Cadastrai Program

_.. requirements wlll primarily be addressing Itself to the common pro-
r

: blems of Salpan and Rota.

_. .
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It is quite @pparent that on Salpan and Rota land problems are grow-

"Ing more complex wlth the passage of tlme. More and more people are

dying who are the only sources of reliable Information as to the his-

torlcal pre-War boundaries of property, and In addition, there is

occurring a rapid acceleration In population growth, particularly on

Saipan. With thls Increased growth and rapidly developing interest

in the industry of tourism has come great economic pressure exerted

on the value of land.. A great deal of foreign capital is flowing

into the area for the purpose of land and development speculation
I

and this fact is constantly frustrating the desire of Ioca| residents

to retain control over their own planning and economic destiny. In

addition to these factors, it ls clear that any substantive land use

plannlng for these Islands must include as an Integral part of this

planning effort a thorough and comprehensive cadastraI land ownership

program. The Immediate need for such a program Is best understood

from the followlng summary of factors:

a. The need to re-establish the boundaries of all land parcels as

delineated by the Japanese land surveys.

b. The need to make determinations of ownership of a11 land parcels

on the Islands.

c. The need for complete records with respect to the United States

"\i' /"

\.: / military actions regarding land matters.
/

//

d. The need to close the flllng ofclalms outstanding with respect

to land ownership disputes.

e. The need to survey and record legal ownership of all land parcels.

f. The need to establish a comprehensive deed registration system

for the Marlanas District.

" 030. 12



g. The need to translate and index pre-War land records that have

been recovered.

h. The need to establish and administer a system of determining
I

legal heirs of deceased land owners shortly after the death of

a land owner.

i. The need to resolve the problems relating to public highways,

pipelines, electric lines, and related utilities which have

crossed private lands and in most Instances have neither estab-

lished legal easements or compensated the property owners.

More speclflcalIy the physical surveying work which needs to be ac-

complished Is as follows:

SaIpan :

a. North District - 53 parcels totaling IG5 hectares

b. South District - 39 parcels totaling 143 hectares

c. Chalan Kanoa District - 6()parcels totaling 227 hectares

d. Ease District - 27 parcels totaling I15 hectares

e. Garapan District - 202 parcels totaling 575 hectares

/

In addlt_on to these, 381 parcels comprising ],225 hectares of

pre-War private properties which remain unsurveyed, there are addi-

tlonal mUsceIlaneous homesteads whose boundaries will need clarifi-

cation. All villages on Saipan have been surveyed and land title

for each village property Is clear. Very little mapping of the work

previously surveyed has been accomplished.



Rota

a. Pre-War properties unsurveyed - 333 parcels totaling 940 hectnres.

b. Miscellaneous homestead boundaries which will need clarlfication.

c. As wlth Saipan, very little mapping of the survey work has been

accomplished.

/_ _,_L,.!u_v'-
These statlstlcs represent lO0_ of the land on_I-i-an--as having been• . _ - .

surveyed, 50_;of the land on Salpan ha_ beensurveyed, and approxi-
, ..I

mateiy 60% of the lan'don Rota has been surveyed. Managaha Island
],'

off the northwest coast of Salpan has been used to relate the area

into the U.S. Coast and Geodetlc Survey network. From this island

k¢
triangulation to Saipan has been accomplished. About l,OOO Japanese

monuments have now been discovered that fit perfectly into the survey

grld being used on Salpan and P,ota.

Based upon past progress and circumstances, including the availabillty

of local labor, it is recommended that the planning for a future cadas-

tral survey program be based upon the following general assumptions:

a. For field survey work the necessary land survey teams would be

accompanied by land title investigation teams. These "auxiliary

"- land commission teams" would be headed by local residents, k_ow-

ledgeable In the history of lancldisputes in a particular area

and they would have authority to attempt to adjudicate disputes

In the field between landowners. These land claim teams would
s

: hopefully be able, through a form of arbitration, to convince

--_the property owners of the necessity to settle their boundary/
/

disputes promptly and without charge, rather than face costly

and time consuming clalms In the courts.
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b. Recognition that It wlli be necessary to utilize better trained

survey and technical personnel to do the work, rather than em-

barking on a tralnlng of Microneslans for surveylng portions of

the work. Local labor can be utilized for non-technical survey

fj- assistance. Expatriot survey leaders must be well paid and

given authority to hire and fire Mlcronestan helpers. All per-

i _ sonnel should be paid on_a work-performed basis, with considera-

tiongiven to a system of bonuses for either meeting time sched-

ules'or exceed lng them,

c. Ul:iilze aerial photogrammetry to denote municipal boundaries as

.," -: " well as significant land parcels• This technique can be helpful

,"L-' - In adjudicating loca]ized boundary disputes In the field and can

• _ be accomplished wlth a hlgh degree of precision wlth the results

being transferred later to physical monuments set In the fie]d.

The cadastral survey program for Salpan and Rota must be considered

as an integral part of the land use piannlng for these islands. With

a comtemplated physical plannlng study period of one year, It is

assumed that the Cadastral Program and the physical planning program

could begin at the same tlme and continue simultaneously for the

first 'year period, with the Cadastral Program then continuing For an-

other year to completion of the physical survey work, required map-

ping, deed registration, and'Issuance of title. Beyond thls two-

year physlcaI survey program, it seems prudent to budget for an addi-

tional five years during which tlme legal disputes and claims wit1

have to be worked, either by the land management division, or In the
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courts. By utilizlng these procedures, It should be possible to ef-

_ectlvely accomplish the Cadastral Program for thesy islands within

a seven-year time frame, thereby Integrating the land ownership ques-

tion within the ten-year development program for which this planning

Is concerned.

2. Resldentla!/Houslng

Residential areas to accommodate a growth of approximately 40,000

persons must be planned, These areas will consume the greatest

land area of all used and require significant capital improve-

ments In Streets, Utilities and Public Facllitles such as schools

and recreatlon. Wlthln _he context of a controlled economic develop-

ment program It Is important that residential construction parallel

economic development efforts to Insure that the type of housing

needed by the persons filling the jobs generated ls available when

required, The residential plannlng must also allow for a normal-

ization of demographic patterns as the economy and population stabi-

lize over time.

The developing residential neighborhoods will establish the basic

structure for the communities. This structure must complement tHE

tourist oriented economy and also provide a life style for the resi-

dent separate from the tourist activity. Within thls neighborhood

structure the proper relationship and Integration ofhouslng types,

styles a:ndprices must be maintained to overcome many of the social,

economic:, planning and design problems prevalent in rapidly expand-

ing urban communities around the world.

030 1G
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3. C_merclal/Tourlsm

"The impact of the economic development program will be reflected in

two ways In the commercial land use development: first, to accom-

modate the projected tourism and secondly, to provide for a sub-

stantially Increased standard of living for the residents. Develop-

meritof facilities for tourism will be most evident on Saipan.

The relationship of significant tourist development to the infra-

structure - power, water, sewer, etc. - Is critical. Tourism wil]

be a major generator of traffic at airport facilities and to points

of historical Interest. Improvements must be convenient and yet not

disruptive to the residential neighborhoods.

As the standard of IIvlng increases, additional demand wlll occur

for more and varied commerclal facilities related better to the resi-

dent popuIatlon.

The 1ocatlon, slze, quality and character of the commercial faci-

lities is crltlcal to maintaining the overall deslrabiIity of the

Marlanas as a major tourist area. Speclal emphasis should be given

to insure that special design consideration be given to commerciai

development. It is equally important that the phasing of the com-

mercial development related to tourism coincide wlth the economic

'" projections to Insureadequate Visitors to utillze hotels, etc.

Each phase of the physical development should be coordinated to work

as a unit so new development under construction Is not disruptive.
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4. Industrial

'L-&_'lndustrla]' development as a result of the economlc program Is direct-
i.

Iy related to the circulation systems:alrport and major roads. The

location of harbors, must be compatible with the overall, objectives

of tourism and maintenance of the quality of the environment.

.> It Is anticlpated that the Initial thrust of industrial development

will be that due to activity in the construction industry.

5. Public

The allocation of land for publlc use will be directly related to

the population (permanent and tourist) demands. It Is important

that adequate space for. schools, roads, airports, recreation faci-

lltles, museums and parks and open space, civic buildings, hospitals

and admrnlstratlon be provided, As population and economic pressures

Increase it w111 become difficult to obtain the land needed at the

appropriate locatlon and at a reasonable cost.

The schools, parks and recreation facilities should complement and

reinforce the neighborhood structure. Public rights of way for

streets and utilities mustbe established to Insure the continuIty

of these systems as they develop and allow for the quallty and-type

of .development needed.

i

It is particularly Important that an awareness of tourism and the

role of the various public buildlngs and spaces be Incorporated

Into the plan,

030 1
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6. Agriculture and Open Space

The provision of adequate land for agricultural purposes is of prime

Importance to support the Increased population and tourist oriented

economy. A careful analysls of the intrlnslc quality of the land it-

self to support agriculture, and maintain critical natural systems

needs to be made. From thls analysls the designation of prime lands

for these purposes can occur. We can I11 afford to use land best

suited for agricultural purposes for a more urban use if land less

intrinsically suited can function as well. Consideration of this

basic resource Is prime In the land use planning process.

0 0 19
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B. ACCESS AND CIRCULATION

There. is a need to determine the adequacy of those existing facilities

providing access to the Islands and circulation within. Planning is

required for Improvements needed today, as well as those necessary to

accommodate projected growth requirements.

I. llarborand Dock Facilities

Saipan: Surface transportation service, whether for freight or pas-

sengers in the Mariana Islands District is handled at Saipan

at "Charlle Dock". Thls piling-supported concrete dock may

have been adequate years ago for modest shipping traffic to

Salpan, but is now In varying degrees of disrepair and parti-

cularly Inadequate for the handling and warehousing of an

expanding maritime business. The dock itself is of such

limited slze that the warehousing operations must he accom-

plished by utilizing buildings In the general area. This

necessitates Inefficient handling of the freight during Ioad-

Ing and unloading operations. In addition to basic stevedor-

Ing and cargo handling operations, dockside activities must

involve immigration inspections, agricultural quarantine,

tax and customs inspections, medlcal quarantine inspections,

and other related regulatory services.
..

I

':. With the projected increase in population on Saipan wili• 7,,\

•. ' come a corresponding increase In.freight shipping by sea,

" \_// _ _ which together with the demand of a growing tourism industry

, constitute a requirement for the planning of enlarged
k

docking facilities, larger and Improved dredging of the

harbor to accommodate larger turning radius niovements of
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ships, new dockside facil{tles for the warehouslnq of

goods and administrative functions, and permanent cargo

hand}Ing equipment.

Rota: The present harbor-dock facilities for Rota are located at

the extreme southwesterly portion of the Island, just south

of Song Song Village. _Both these facilities are in a state

of disrepair and require not only immediate improvement,

.but long-range planning to accommodate Future Freight and

passenger activit/es. The _est Harbor can now accommodate

an LCU 115 foot vessel at an old existing dock which was

originally 200 feet long, but due to storm action has been

eroded to approximately 140 feet in length. This dock is

In a direct line wlth the sea entrance and although the

channel tothe sea has been blasted to accommodate vessels

of thls size, dredging action was not pursued wlth the

result that the channel has gradua|ly filled back up to a

depth which will now allow only shal}ow draft lighters to

transport cargo From seagoing vessels to the docksi.de

werehouslng or administrative functions. The East Harbor

Is used primarily by small craft with very little oppo 5-

tunlty for a vessel to maneuver before piling into the

reef.

f ,
l

Future planning For harbor and dock facilities at Rota

should begin with an understanding that both East and

_/ West Harbors need to be improved to a point where eithe_

are operational. This is necessary due to alternating

0 0i21
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storm directions and varying tidal action. The harhor

area should be dredged and enlarged to permit adequate

maneuvering and access channels to the open sea should

be reopened through dredging. Plannlng must consider the

need for dockside warehousing and the storage facilities

required by the normal transit of freight.

Tinian: The existing harbor facilities were constructed many years

•ago by sheet steel piling driven Into the reef to form the

bulkhead for concrete dock construction as well as a break-

water creating a small harbor. These improvements still

' retain the potential for continued use, but are lacking in

dockside warehousing and administrative facilities.

Because of the possible military aspect of Tinlan's future,

It should be pointed out that the use of this exlstinq dock

for the loading and unloading of munitions would mean that

the non-military residents of TInian would be denied sea

access to the Island when the harbor was restricted for

military purposes. Planning should consider the development

of a second harbor and dock facility on Tinian which would
o.

provide the Island with at least one harbor operational

for public,use at all times.

2. Air Transportation Facilities " •

Salpan: Kobler alr Field is the major airpor t of the marianas Dis-

trict and the heaviest utilized throughout the Trust Terri-

tory, It Is constructed of compacted coral with a thin

0 Qi22
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coating of asphalt of nearly 7,000 feet in runway length.

The field Is not lighted, has no "tower type" approach

control, with a minimal terminal facility for the handling

of passengers and baggage. Adjacent to this air field is

Isley Field, an 8,500 foot long runway of better construc-

tion of compacted coral with asphaltic topping. Isley

air field was heavily utilized during _lorld War II for

B-29 bombers and with minimal runway improvement could

accept modern jet aircraft. Work is presently underway

to accomplish modest, though significant, improvements,

both to Isley Field and related terminal facilities In order

that the commercial air traffic at Saipan can be moved

from Kobler Field to Isley Field in the near future.

Future planning for alr transportatlon facilities on Saipan

should include a long-range program of improvements to con-

tinually upgrade the new Isley Field complex, together with

attention directed to the Kobler Field as well as an

abandoned Japanese fighter airstrip at the northern end of

the Island for possible development and use by private non-

commercial air traffic.
.°o

Rota: The Rota air field is constructed of compacted coral, but

only 2,800 feet long. Although served daily by 727 jet

aircraft, this alr Fleld Is not adequate for this type of

traffic and the runway sustains serious rut damage by the

landing gear.of heavy aircraft. Within the last month,

the United States FAA inspector has visited this airstrip
i

030i23
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and Indicated that unless lnTnedlate improvements are made

to the landing strip, jet trafflc will not be allowed to

use the field. Termlnal facllltles at Rota include a modest

wood and tin building for cargo and passenger processinq,

together with a farmer's market building, primarily used to

sell vegetable and produce to transiting air passengers

bound for Salpan or Guam.

Future planning must immediately address iteself to the future

of air access to Rota. The runway must be planned to accom-

modate larger jet aircraft, better terminal facilities will

be needed to accommodate increasing cargo traffic in vegetable

and produce, and dralnage techniques need to be developed to

better handle the' storm water resulting at the air field dur-

ing heavy rain storms.

Tinian: The Island of Tinian was a major air base for the United

_ States during World War II, and as a result the Island is

L\ covered and criss-crossed by many airstrips, both for
\'\ > :

•- fighters and bombers. The present commercial field is a

hardtop coral compacted air field known as "West Field'.'. and

is utilized daily by jet aircraft. This runway is 8,000

feet In length and is in fairly good conditlon. Terminal

facllities at Tlnian consist of one Butler tin buildin9

used for all alrport activities.

Future planning for air access to Tinian should include the

development of new terminal facilities for the temporary
r;
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storage of meat and produce In transit to other lslands of

the Marlanas. There ls a great deal of processed meat and

vegetables which are shipped regularly from Tinlan to Saipan

and Guam without adequate storage or mechanical handling

facilities at the airport,

Future planning should aiso consider the Improvements which

could easily be made to this better than average commercial

• air field. The 8,000 foot runway could be extended to approxi-

mately 14,000 feet in length and be capable of handling all "

types of modern jet aircraft. Should future development on

' Tinlan Include a major military base, as well as a civilian

community, It will be necessary to develop methods of fast

economical air transport service from.Tinian to Saipan and

perhaps Guam. Planntn 9 should consider not only conventional

aircraft for this purpose, but the possibility of utillzinn

vertical take-off and landing equlpment.

3. Road Systems

Saipan: The Island of Saipan has approximately 40 miles of improved

primary roads_ nearly all of which receive heavy daily auto-

mobile traffic, and as a result are in a continual state of

disrepair. There are in addition approximately 35 miles of

secondary roads which are unpaved and although less frequently

traveled, provide needed access to various residential and

agricultural areas of the Island. These unpaved secondary

roads are badly rutted and erodeddue to the heavy downfall

of rain durlng the storm season. The third category of
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roads are those which provide access to resldentlnl housinq

in the village and community centers. These unpaved streets

are surfaced with a finely graded mixture of limestone and

coral, which produce a dust condltion unacceptable to either

the local residents or present U.S. Environment Protection

Agency A lr Contamination Standards. Immediately after a

rainfall, these village roads assume the consistency and

_r characteristic of "plaster of Paris".

Future planning for road systems on Saipan must Include at

least the following:

/
-;_ a. Repair and upgrading programs for the primary road

,---, " network on the Island.

, '-_,L_ b. Pav g of all remaining primary and secondary roads.
j ........

J

c. Realignment and regrading of village and community

center roads to eliminate the dust and storm drainage

-_,
prob 1ems.

d. Establishment of new right-of-ways for future road

construction which will be needed by an increasing

population of the Island.
.o.

e. Development of a total road system plan which would
.J

record a]l existing access routes (no such documents

presently exist).

f. Completion of the surveying of all major road systems

on the Island (only 25% of Salpan's roads have ever

been surveyed).
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Rota: During World War II the Japanese developed an unimproved

road system on Rota that was Intended to serve the entire

Island for phosphate mining and agriculture programs.

Presently there are approximately 20 miles of island roads

under some form of maintenance, however, many of the routes

that provide access to agricultural areas have been left

untouched for many years. The main road connecting the

air field and Song Song Village Is approximately ll miles

In length and is the most heavily traveled road on the

Island. This route sustains constant erosion from torrential

rainfall and ls consequently being regraded continuously.

Certain dangerous curves and steeper grades along this air-

port road have been surfaced with asphaltic treatment to

reduce the dangerous slipping related to the coral dust

Surfacing.

Future planning on Rota should recognize that thls Island

has great agricultural and cattle raising potential and its

economy and population is geared for thls activity. However,

In order to achieve this goal It is necessary to plan an

improvement program which will continually upgrade ancL.develop

new road systems to a level equal to that which existed during

the Japanese occupation. The primary airport-village road

should be paved, asshould all village streets and roads.

It is particularly important that surface access routes lead-

Ing to villages, schools, community facilities, and recrea-

tional areas be paved in order to reduce the health hazard

caused by coral dust_

- 0 0127
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Tinian: The Island of Tlnlan has approximately 25 miles of improved

primary roads, " ,:luding a 5½ mile paved divided highway

running down the center of the Island. As a result of better

construction during the U.S. occupation of this Island, road

beds are generally In better condition than found on adjacent

Islands in the District. There are many secondary roads

which lead to cattle raising areas which are not paved, and

which require continuing regrading and maintenance to accom-

modate the increasing ranch operations traffic, t_any sections

of roads which receive light traffic have been essentially

closed and allowed to be overgrown with tropical foliage.

Future planning of roadways on Tinlan will depend to a large

extent on the future military potential for this Island.

In the event a military installation is established here,

the present resident village located adjacent to the harbor

dock area will have to be relocated probably to the hilltop

at the northern end of Tinian. Such a relocation would re-

quire development and planning for a new road system leadin_

to this area as well as a new village street system. As in

the case of Salpan and Rota, all"heavily used primary and

secondary roads together with all village streets and roads

must be paved.

i
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C'. PUBLIC FACILITIES

With greater political Independence will come the need for Improvements

in civic and cultural community facllltles. This new civic Infrastruc-

ture will require planning for those facilities required Immediately and

as phased development In the future.

I. Publlc Bulldlngs

At present, facilltles falling under this category are those hous-

ing governmental and public safety functions only. (We are dis-

tingulshlng here between Public Buildings and Education and Medical

FaciIItles.) Salpan's New Civic Center houses the offices of the

District Administrator, U.S. Customs and Immigrations, Police and

I

Fire Departments, and will be enlarged to house the District Legis-

lature in a $250,000 planned addition.

Smaller components of these basic governmental and administrative

functions are located in governmental buildings on Rota and Tinian.

There are no spaces of any significance set aside for cultural

events, public gatherings and certain other administrative functions.

The present Civic Center Is already suffering the process of one

function "bumping" a lower priority function out Of Its space. ""

The anticipated five fold population increase in Saipan will result

in a significant rlse in need for public administrative space, rlew-

Iy created agencies related to tourism and public improvements will

require large staffs, file space, meeting rooms and support faciIi-

_ies. In addition, the demands of an increased and more affluent

population will support needs For theaters, galleries and public

•" oaol.9
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halls much the same as For recreational facilities.

Increases In the overall economy of the District wll1 also enable con-

struction and publlc safety Facilities on other.islands. Provisions

For fire Fighting equipment are badly needed. Also, Intensified

governmental activity in agricultural and lndustrial planning will

have to be allowed for in planning the administrative space network.

The follcw.lng is a more specific outline of public building needs

which are apparent now in light of historic growth trends wlth indi-

cated modifiers as Impacted by the projected development of Saipan.
i

Administration - As mentioned above - the present District Center

at Salpan Is barely sufficient For present needs. The history of

bureaucracy indicates that space given over to record-keeplng and

administrative services breeds more and more space. In addition,

the level of sophistication of administrative delivery systems con-

tinually increases with sound management.

Consequently, a population increase coupled wlth economic opportuni-

tles will put pressure on the government to'engage in compIementa6_

expansion Including agency offices, staff areas for legislators,

research libraries, automatic data processing facilities, motor

pools, and amenities capable of,expresslng the new aggressive plan-

ned posture of the Marlanas. There may also be a need to provide

some housing for new staff members and visiting representatives of

other governments In the event that such facilities may be in short

supply during the growth period. 0_0_30
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Public Safety - With populatlon growth wlll come the need For In-

creased public safety services and facilities. The tourism develop-

ment wlll likely cause the necessity for a geographlcaIly distributed

flre-flghtlng system. The maln station at the Civic Center will

likely Heed to be supplemented wlth satellites In strategic Ioca-

tions. Other emergency facilities related to typhoon catastrophes

will 11kewlse need to be decentralized.

The'pollce department Is suffering growlng pains and needs training

facilities, better correctional facilities for men, women and juve-

niles and more administrative space. Methods in effect now will be

vastly augmented to control Special crowd-handling needs, building

security maintenance and Immlgration-instituted crime prevention

problems Inherent when a new Internationally-oriented worker popu-

lation.arrives from areas wlth different cultural traditions.

Laboratory space and treatment centers for drug abuse and alcoholism

are also tO be considered both today and in expanded planning.

Justice --The courts, already severely back-logged wlth cases, must

be facil_tated for both federal and local levels of criminal jus-

tice delivery systems. Expansion of these with respect to growth in

police and crime prevention problems, land tenure cases, develop-

ment litigation actions - all the off shoots of growth will need

serious site-needs studies to ensure good location wlth respect to

government record centers, correctional faciIitles, and attorneys'

offices.

Communications - An entity such as the Marlanas is intrinsically

O30;E31t
linked to the world through communication networks. Thls then
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"i becomes a major governmental Interest. Public buildings for communi-

cations will consist primarily of postal facilities and spaces to

serve the Inter-island administrative radio network. While these

facllltles might be expansions of existing areas It may be necessary

to provide satellite facilities especially for vastly increased

postal needs due to tourism and Imports,

Cultural ,- The government will have to take the lead in providing

for protectlon of hlstorlc and cu]tural features of the Marianas

which will be a must for tourism on the one hand and wlll be threat-

ened by the expanded economy on the other. A museum or cultural

center will be an obvlous necessity.

2. Educational Facilities

Educational facllltles planning as discussed in this section refers

to site selection, the planning of Individual sites, and the con-

ceptual plannlng of specific educatlonal facilities. Educational

planning in the areas of program, personnel, and administration are

covered elsewhere.

In a developing nation faced wlth the prospect of rapid economic --

growth and population increase through in-migration, carefu] pIan-

nlng is needed to assure the avaiIablIity of school sites in appro-

priate locations at reasonable costs when they are needed. Further,

conceptual planning of schools at specific sites can assure Future

expansion capability, and provide a basis for cost estimates For

:. use in capital improvement planning and budgeting.
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" The Islands of Saipan, Rota and Tinlan presently serve !_526

primary and secondary students In eight elementary and two second-

ary schools. While much of the classroom space Is relatively new

It is in short supply, and support facilities such as libraries or,

i:,,learning resource centers, multi-purpose rooms, performing art

areas, cafeterias, gymnasia, offlce-counseIing areas, and clinics

or nurses areas, all common to schools In Hawaii and on the maln-

land, are virtually non-exlstant. All of the larger elementary

schools in Sa|pan are on double sessions and will continue to be

until a minimum of twenty-elght additional classrooms are construc-

ted. None of the schools are alr-conditioned, a practice now com-

mon in schools throughout the U.S. and several have exceedingly

bad ventilation making learning In this area of extreme heat and
P

_umldlty very difficult.

No additional school sites have been acquired by the Marlana

Island District, and no long-range facilities plans presently exist.

Students from Tlnian, Rota and the Northern Islands presently at-

tend hlgh School in Saipan. No residential quarters exist for

these students and none are planned.

Other than the limited occupational education courses offered at

Marianas High School, no Facilities presently exist or have

been planned to provide the vocational-occupational courses re-

quired to :raln and re-traln MIcroneslans who wlsh to partici-

pate in the Islands' emerging tourism industry, or In the areas

of. agriculture and fishing now being more actively pursued.

• 0 033
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Future planning should consider population growth and changing

techniques In education which need to be reflected in a physical

improvements program better able to adapt to change, Whether

through rehabilitation of existing facilities or new development,

the quality and scope of the educatlonaI environment must be con-

tlnua11y planned for Improvement. In anticipating the Impact of

the tourist Industry alone an additional 1,500 hotel rooms could

produce 5,500 direct and Indirect jobs which could only be filled

through in:mlgratlon. Assuming only 2,000 of these jobs were filled

by individuals wlth families averaging only two children of school

age per family, there would be an immediate need for an additional

140 class rooms.

It Is important that the location of new schools reinforce the

system of' resldentlaI nelghborhoods which will develop in the land

use planning process.

The following items illustrate the general steps which must be

taken :

a. Inventory existing school facilities to establish their ade-

quacy In terms of standards currently'accepted in Hawaii and

on the U.S. mainland.

b. Re-assess enrollment projections in terms of an expanded econ-

omy, demographic characteristics and residential neighborhood

structure to identify the best locations for additional school

sites.
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c. Prepare Development Plans for each school site to assure order-

ly growth and to preclude costly errors In short-range decision

making.

d. Establish buI1dlng programs and prepare conceptual plans for

facilities required for occupancy by September 1975.

3. Medical Facilities

Health care services are provided by the District Health Servlccs

system administered from the Dr. Torres Hospital on Salpan. Pre-

I

ventive medlcal services, dental care, non-speclalized acute medi-

cal care, mental health counseling, health education and some para-

professional training are currently provided through the hospltal

on Salpan and through a field hospital on Rota and dispensaries on

TInian. Specialized medlcal and surgical care needs are referred.

Dental care Is provided by three dental officers, a prosthetic

technician and flve staff aides.

Saipan: Existing medical services on Salpan are centered at the

Dr. Torres Hospital, an 84 bed facility, staffed by one

physician, one Registered Nurse and 60 other nursing

personnel. The hospital provided 20,000 inpatient days"

of care In 1973 In all categories of care. In addition

to inpatient care, the hospital provides outpatient care

for the Island. There were over 37,000 clinic visits

exclusive of the Public Health Clinic in 1970. Dental

services are provided at the Saipan Dental Clinic which

accommodated over 7400 patient visits In 1970. An

. 0303S
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• additional 4400 visits were accommodated outside the

clinic. The major shortcoming of the current system is

the lack of outpatient care facilities In the areas of

the island away from the hospital.

The Or. Torres Hospital was completed In 1962 at a cost

of approxlmately $1,000,000. The design of the unit is

a series of wings connected by a covered outdoor walkway

.slmiIar to many U.S. military hospltals constructed in

the 1940'sand 1950's. The operating and delivery room

and newborn nursery are alr conditioned. An emergency

generator and a 42,000 water storage facility provide

emergency back-up for the hospital. The layout of the

facility causes an undesirable mix of traffic In several

areas, notably the combination of emergency and admitting

entrance location of Isolation rooms at the end of wards,
/

and the common circulation between the operating and

delivery rooms. The latter creates a great potential

for cross contamination. The relationship between the

dellvery area and the nursery causes newborns to be

_¢ transported through the major wal'kway. The wlng layout,

necessary in part because of the lack of air conditioning

or mechanical ventilation makes efficient utilization of

nursing personnel difficult. Total travel distance along

the maln corridor approaches 400 feet. The records area

lacks adequate control and security.

" O _#_I_;_I_U_ t._I_4'_'IT_
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The alr conditioning system Is In a state of disrepair

and has caused flooding of the labor area In the delivery

suite. Equipment in other areas (sterilizers, washers,

kitchen equipment) have been corroded to the point of

InoperabllIty In some cases. Air conditioning of the

entire facI11ty would alleviate these problems to a great

extent.

Planning for the future on Salpan should develop a flex-

•Ible facility system which recognizes the role of a

Salpan hospital In serving the other Islands. A new

hospital of optimized design configuration should be

developed which ensures correct care delivery techniques,

maximizes the effectiveness of personnel work stations,

creates an appropriate and reassuring environment for

the patient and which provides maximum flexlbility for

growth and change in the future. Distribution of facl-

lities should be analyzed and additlonal outpatient

facilities considered.

Rata: A ten bed field hospital staffed by a physician, a public

health nurse and thirteen other personnel serves Rata. --

Thls facility also has a dental operatory. If70 inpatient

days of care were provided In 1970 as well as over 5700

outpatient visits. Dental care is provided on a visita-

tion basis by dentists from Salpan.

This facility has equipment problems similar to those at

the Dr. Torres Hospital on Saipan. Future planning 0_0_

should consider expansion and upgrading of this facility.
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• Tlnian: A two bed dispensary wlth dental office provides minimal

inpatient care (42 patient days In 1970) and outpatient

services. These were 3827 clinic visits to this facility

In 1970. The facility Is staffed by four nurses.

Equipment problems•are similar to those•on Saipan and

Rota.

Future Planning in General:

One of the most Important aspects of future planning will be the

effort to forecast future needs as they may occur as the common-

wealth develops. The range of future potentials must be well

understood in order to assure the flexibility of the health care

system to meet these needs.

Maximum utilization of the Islands human resources should be as-

sured by thorough consideration of training programs. New faci-

lities must Incorporate flexibility to assure the ability to ac-

commodate growing and possibly unforeseen health needs.

-°o

This type of planning effort requires the assignment of a multi-

disciplinary team of hea]th facility planners, health care pro-

fesslonals, management consultants, architects, estimators and

• planners to this task_ The existing system must be thoroughly

analyzed, health care needs, both met and unmet, should be de-

signed and evaluated. Operatlona] and facility programs should

be developed. Conceptual facility plans should be developed

'" and both capital and operating c6sts forecast. Priorities should

030 3S
be carefully evaluated and a detailed implementation plan and
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llutritlonal Study:

For the past several weeks there has been a diet study initiated

by UCLA to ascertain the nutritional.standard presently found in

native population of the'Marianas, These investigations need to

be expanded to determine if prevalent lower metabolic rates among

certain segments of the resident population can be attributed to

dlet deficiencies.

4. Recreational Facillties

Opportuni:tles for organized leisure tlme activities are relatively

minimal. Although the sea, the beaches and the mountains may pro-

vide lavish backdrops for Indlvidual play, there are few facili-

ties and programs available to sustain the need for organized and

quasi-educatlonal recreation dem_ended by an urbanizing population.

The present small staff of the Community Development Office charged

wlth coordinating and facilitating recreation has very limited re-

sources. Essentially, three persons are responsible for coordinating

a very basic program of sports and crafts-type recreation with s6_e

assistance from Girl and Boy Scouts, Peace Corps Volunteers, churches

and schools. The total budget for the Community Development Divi-

sion (of which recreation is only a small part) amounts to $46,000

For operations and programs and $25,000 for capital expenditure in

1974.

An adjunct to these public facilities are those facilities which are , __

available to portions of the population through private organiza-
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The other major component of the recreatlonspectrum today Is that

primarily devoted to tourism, resorts, hlstorical and geological

phenomena, as well as sharing of beach areas constitute thls ele-

ment; Thls is still at a Fairly modest level.

Given the assumed growth projections and increased standard of liv-

ing we can assume that recreation 'needs will expand greatly. In

fact, the need will probably Increase by a greater proportion than

the population growth. The people will become increasingly more

sophisticated and wll] demand a wider range of opportunities. Aside

from new tourist and commercial facilitles, we must consider a net-

work of facilities directly related to housing types and resldentia]

neighborhoods so that island residents with families and newly ar-

riving workers will have recreation places and programs designed

for their Individualized needs.

Finally an area system of large public open spaces and recreation

facilities must be planned and set aside to ensure that space of"

adequate proportions will be available For Future generations to

use For play and rest.

i
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O. PUBLIC UTILITIES

_here is an urgent need to properly assess and plan for the demands imposed

on public utilities by an expanding population with Its rising standard of

living. Whthln the ten year time frame of this implementation program, the

population of Saipan can be expected to increase generally from 10,O00 to

50,000 persons; on Rota the magnitude of this Increase could be from the

present population of 1400 to 3500, with further increases projected to

1990; with the development of a United States military installation of

Tinian will come an increase In non-milltary population substantially

greater than the 700 persent residents. Accompanying the rise in popula-

tLi_,will be a demand for adequate potable water, more electrical conveniences,

better systems for access and circulation, and systems of sewage and solid

waste disposal which will be non-pollutlng to either health or the environ-

ment. The public utilities infrastructure must be capable not only of

supporting present requirements, but capable of accepting the projected

growth demands of the future.

I. : Water Systems

Salpan: The existing water system consists of approximately 250,000

llneal feet of main and secondary water lines. Of this total

only about 80,000 llnea] feet represent a modern instal'iation,

wlth much of the balance dating back to 1944-1949 (military

installation). Water is pumped from 19 sources -- 14 deep-

wells, two Maui type _ells, and three developed sprinqs_

There Is limited water storage with only six major tanks.

The four old above-ground tanks have a holding capacity of

1,600,000 gallons. The 3 underground tanks have a total
_. ,

: capacity of 1,200,000 gallons. In addition, recent con-

struction has provided storage capacity for 2,530,000' ._r_t_
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ga.llons in old underground storage tanks constructed by the

Japanese. Also there ls a 1.5 million gallon capacity open

water catchment at Isley Field recently constructed.

The water system Includes two treatment plants utilizing

hydrated lime and soda ash to soften the water, together

with automatic chlorinators. Approxlmately two million

gallons of water is being pumped daily, although the popu-

iatlon demand requires approximately one million gallons.

It is estimated that one mllllon gallons of water is lost

dally through pipe leakage, which at present water rates is

an annual revenue loss of approxlmately $100,000.

The future planning for the Saipan water system must include:

a. The immediate replacement of deteriorated pipes.

'.'- b. Rep]acement of distribution lines in all existing villages

c. Placement of new distribution lines to serve Future

planned development.

d. Development of new supplemental sources of water to

augment the approximately 2,500,000 gallons per day

percent maximum supply. ""

e. Renovation of two below ground 9,000,000 gallon Japanese

storage reservoirs.

Rota: The water system for Rota consists of a "water cave" fed by

•-, -p. surface drainage and springs from which a maximum of approxi-

mately 700,000 gallons of water per day flow by gravity

through a distribution network largely constructed durinq

030;32
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the Japanese pipe of a gauge incompatible with present U.S.

standards and dlfficult to repair. The v111age distribution

system is haphazard and is the result of little planning or

direction. Thls network Is constantly plagued with leaks,

but current work is attempting to repair this deficiency.

The future planning for the Rota water system must include:

a. Immediate replacement of all deteriorated pipes.

b. New main transmission lines in conformance with U.S.

standards.

_/ c. flew distribution lines to provide service to the village

as well as for future proposed development.

d, New storage facilities to accommodate future growth.

e. Development of additional sources of water for future

growth demand.

Tinian: The present water system for Tinian consists of a Japanese

developed well about five miles from San Jose Village, From

which water is pumped through an 8 Inch main line to the

. _, Village; a randomly constructed distribution network serves

the Village and Is continually developing leaks. Some effort

Is now being made to repair the village distribution lines,

but the lack of funding constantly frustrates this effort.

Presently the cattle and agricultural program consume more

water than the residents of the Village. The water require-

ments for cattle and irrigation are growing and there is

concern over possible contamination of the supply.

0.043
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The future planning for the Tlnlan water system will he

affected by the planning requirements and determinations

related to the proposed military facility, but in any case,

the resident non-military population of the Island will

have future water requirements for which planning must include:

_, a. Immediate replacement of deteriorated pipes.

b. Development of an alternative water source.

' - ' c. Extension and replacement of secondary distribution lines.

: : d. Location of new distribution lines to provide aHequate
\ . '

' .t- _\ service for the future resident population

I
e. Development of new storage facilities.

2. Power Systems

Saipan: The power distribution system for Saipan existing today con-

sists of approximately 185,000 lineal feet of primary line.

and approximately 320,000 lineal feet of secondary distribution

line. Power is available in every major village, and over 95_

of all people on Salpan have access to power if they want it.

With the unfortunate destruction of the old power plant in

Garapan, the primary energy plants are both located in"Puerto

Rico. The major plant is a new facility with two 2240 K_V and

two 1500 KW generators. Space is available in the building

for two additional 2650 KW units. Supplemented by this is a

auxllllary 1500 KW generator station. Supplemental stand-by

units on the Island can bring the maximum power output to

approximately lO,O00 KW today.

030";L 4
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Future planning for the Salpan power system must include:

a. Expectation of an lncrease In power demand of at least

20% per year to account for normal increases in consumer

demand.

b. Expectation of a further increase In power demand due to

rapidly developing tourism enterprises. This factor

projects a population in ten years which will require a

500% Increase in electrical power generation on Saipan

alone.

c. Additional primary and secondary distribution lines to

extend service to areas of future development.

d. A procedure which will be capable of utilizing private

power generation systems as supplemental or stand-by

emergency units to the entire Salpan grid.

e. Study feasibility of dual purpose power-water treatment

plants to more efficiently satisfy both utility demands.

f. investigation of alternative systems of pov_r generation,

including the feasibIllty of deep-water thermal transfer

systems.

Rota: The existing power distribution 'system for Rota consists of

approxlmately ten mlles of distribution lines with a stabi-

lized voltage. A new power plant has been constructed housing

two 300 KW generators. The peak demand now is approximately

340 KW. Thls power supply is considered marginal for Rota

until 1975, at which time supplemental generator units will

undoubtedly be required.
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Future planning for Rota's power distribution system must

Include:

a. Extension of existing distribution lines.

b. Location of future distribution lines to reflect proposed

deve lopmen t.

c. Provision for 600 KW supplemental power generation equip-

ment immediately.

d. Integration of private power generation units into the

public power grid for emergency or stand-by purposes.

Tinian: The existing power plant for Tinian consists of two new 300 KW

:,. ._ generators, establishing an assured output of 600 _I.
r

-" r'

\ _,t,"- ", _ The existing distribution system, badly, damaged by Typhoon

'\,j' \

- Jean has been completely repaired, wlth continuing maintenance

as funds are available.

The future planning requirements for Tinlan's power system will

undoubtedly be affected by the proposed military facility planni:

In addltlon to those major development factors, planninq must

consider:

a. Provision of an additional power generation unit to provid_

adequate reserve power.

b. _xtension.of and replacement of distribution system

elements.
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3. S_lerage Systems

Saipan: The existing sewerage system for Saipan consists of two new

primary treatment plants handling 900,000 gallons per day

capacity, discharging to outfalls in Tanapag Harborand

Aglngan Point, approximately 130,000 lineal feet of sewer

lines, 22 sewer lift stations, wlth inclusion of all Trust

Territory Government facilities into the system. Thissewer

system serves all major villages except San Roque, Tanapaq,

"and San VIcente and Maipi.

The future planning for the sewerage system for Saipan must

include:

a. Provision of service tO San Roque, Tanapag, San Vicente

and Malpi.

b. Extension of the lines in the Garapan area, which is

-developing rapidly, together with appropriate extensions

in the San Antonio and San Jose districts.

c. Careful coordination of land-use planning with projected

requirements for sewer utility service for future

development.

d. Consideration of long-range feasibility of the development

of secondary and tertiary treatment facilities to further

minimize pollution.

Rota: The existing sewerage disposal system on the Island of Rota

consists of individual cesspools and some isolated leachinq

flelds. Because of the nature of the system, samplinq of

sewage flows to obtain data on waste characteristics is not
i
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possible. Approximately 80_ of the water consumed daily hy

the community finds its way Into the sewerage system.

Future sewerage system planning for Rota should include:

a, Development of a complete sewerage system for each of the

areas of growth to Include facilities for collection,

treatment, and disposal.

b. Preparation of a phased development program which will

allow an orderly transition from individual cesspools to

' a complete community collection network.

4. Solid Waste Disposal

Saipan: With the increasing population of Saipan is a growing problem

of disposal for solid waste, trash, and garbage of the residents

of the Island. Presently there are two areas on Saipan devoted

to the dumping of solid waste. One is a land-fill project

located in the Puerto Rico area, which al.lows residents to

dispose of their trash directly into the harbor area inside

the reef. This land-fill dump is immediately adjacent to the

maln north/south primary road, and is in the general vicinity of

the best bathing beach on the Island. The local government

has been advised that is trash disposal operation must cease

at the Puerto Rico site because of increasing pollution to the

lagoon waters. The o_her disposal site on Saipan is a high

cliff at Aglngan Point at the southern end of the Island.

This Is a large dump area at the top of a cliff which permits

'" residents to throw their trash over the cliff into the ocean

channel below. Although the tidal action at this end of the
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Is}and is rapid, the volumes of solid trash are such that

pollution_ both chemically and vlsually, occurs in the water.

Further, the unpleasant odor of this garbage dump area is so

bad that local residents begin throwlng the trash out of their

cars along the accesss road leading out to the bluff. This

condltlon has resulted in the entire general area being used

For a deposit area For trash and garbage. From a tourist's

polnt of view, this trash disposal operation is the First

" impression a vlsltor receives of the Island as he approaches

the landing strlpat the airport.

I

.An Important.aspect of Future planning for Saipan must consider

the adverse Implications to land use planning by solid waste

disposal areas such as exist now,

t

Future planning should address itself to more modern techniques

of handling the Increasing volume of trash in a manner less

visually obtrusive to visitors and local residents.

Rota & There really is no solid waste disposal procedure employed
Tinian:

on either of these Islands todayl Presumably the techn_ques

For collectlon and disposal of trash on Tinian could be

integrated with the planning requirements for the military

facility. In the case of Rota, the Island has a shoreline of

picturesque beauty with a unique coral reef irr_ediately adjacen:

to the Island edge. Trash disposal procedures for Rota should

be planned in a way that will preserve the environmental

qualities of this Island. Planning consideration should be



given for solid waste disposal systems on all three Islands

to techniques which are multipurpose in function such as

destruction of trash and generation of power.

5. Storm Drainage , .

Saipan: During the rainy season Salpan will receive occasional dovm-

•pours of raln of Sufficient intensity to place many roads on

the Island under several Inches of water. These downpours

•produce storm water conditions in the villages which generally

create a flooding of all residential yards abutting streets.

, It Is not uncommon to see residents wading through one foot

of water to get to their front door. In addition to the

general IncQnvenience caused by this localized temporary

floodlng, there Is a continual hazard to health and a problem

of mosqultoe breeding control. With the exception of the

Trust Territory Government Area on Capitol Hill, no storm

drainage systems of any kind exist on the Island. In the

hilltop governmental areas, roadside guttersup to three feet

deep have been constructed of concrete to carry the surface

storm water downhill. Storm water drainage is a serious

problem to the increasing standard of living developing on

Salpan and Is a subject which must receive prompt attention.

Furture planning for Saipan must consider the problems of

. erosion, environmental health and inconvenience caused by

storm water drainage problems. Thls planning should further

' investigate the development of a pattern of dikes and cause-

ways throughout the residential and community center areas
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wh.!ch would collect and distribute storm water back to the

sea.

Rota 8 No storm dralnage systems exist for either of these two Islands
TInlan:

but the characteristics ofthls problem caused by torrential •q

' rainfall Is quite similar to the situation on Saipan. Island

villages which do not have connected sewer systems possess a

_ continual unpleasant odor due to .the effect torrential rains

have on the sewage leaching areas. _,Iiththe necessity of

more paved areas within these villages, together with newer

, sanitary sewer systems , will come the necessity For planning

for the collection and dist.rlbution of storm water from these

areas back•to the sea. Paved road construction on any of the.

islands should be accompanied wlth storm water gutter construc-

tlon which will collect and distribute the water on the surface

to points where erosion will not occur.

6. Communications

The Marianas District does not have an independent District Communication

Division as do the other districts of the Trust Territory, The basic
...

communication system For this District is operated and programmed through

the present Trust Territory Headquarters Communication Division, located

at Caplto] Hill. There is a local connection between the Harlanas

District Headquarters and the Tr_st Territory Communication Division by

means of teletype and slde-band voice radios, intra-district voice radios,

and other similar facilities. In addition there exists excellent

commercial telegram and overseas telephone services through a local

RCA office on Saipan. ."_"_ :_-_.U_U ;Jb._
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The local Saipan telephone system ls completely inadequate. The

problem briefly stated consists of 800 existing telephone lines

today wlth a current demand requirement for 2_000 lines. By

September, 1973, the existing system wlll be increased .to 1,400

lines with the construction of a third central telephone office.

Outside 'telephone service lines include both aerial and direct

buried ca_les, approximately 6 miles of direct buried trunk cable,

and approximately 40 miles of aerial transmission lines. The two

existing central offices at Susupe and Old Capitol Hill are both

badly overloaded with telephone traffic and held service orders.

Although not yet_in operation, the new Capitol Hill Office will

contribute 600 new lines in 1973, but even with this increase there

, will be no substantial change In the quality of service provided by

the Saipan system. Without exception the current outside facilities

cannot handle any additional service load. All distribution is

totally filled now and areas which do not presently enjoy plant

distribution cannot be served until relief Is provided for the

primary feeder cables.

Future planning for Saipan, Rota and Tinian telephone service must

recognize that these Islands, and particularly Saipan, are exper-"

iencing a population explosion primarily due to the increase in

tourlsm. Populations are expected in increase by 1983 from Salpan's

present population of IO,000 to,50,O00; Tlnian's present 700 to

3,000; and Rota's present 1,400 populatton to 3,500 or more residents.

Eack of adequate on-island communications will vitally affect the

economy and the activity of business within the community. Ho

present telephone service exists on Rota or Tinian. 0_0._
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Planning for future telephone system expansion should anticipate

the following system growth projections:

SaIpan :

a. 197h - 2,000 lines an establishment of 3 position switchboard.

b. 1976 - 3,000 lines. .•

c. 1978 - 6,000 llnes plus an increase of two additional switchboard

positions.

d. 19B2 - 8,000 lines.

Rota :

a. 1974 - 400 lines plus linkage to Saipan.

i

b. 1975 - no change;

c. 1976 - 500 lines.

,I

d. 1977 - no change. _ ..

e. 1982 - 600 llnes.

Tinian:

a. 1974 - lO0 lines plus microwave, link to Salpan. ..

b. 1975 - no change

c. 1976 - 200 1ines.

d. 1977 - 300 lines.

e. 1982 - 400 lines.

Of fundamental importance to inter-lsland communication, should be

the planning concern should,that Trust Territory Government be removed

from t_e Island of Salpan. Tbis action would necessitate the develop-

ment of a Marianas District Communications Division.

• OjO:;3: , e_, _, f,,_
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•E. REGULATORY AND ADMINISTRATIVE

A uni'que opportunity exists to develop land use regulations and adminlstra-

•tire and monitoring systems In conjunctlon wlth and tailored direetly to

the Implementation of a Comprehensive Plan. Such a system would be an

_ntegral part of the overall administrative structure.

I. LAtlDUSE CONTROLS

No land use control such as zoning is exercised over private lands or

private l.andtransactions. Some regulation of land use is exercised

over public lands •through clauses in the leases,• designation of home-

stead areas and placement of public facilities.

A series of land use regulations - not necessarily the traditlonal

(_, zoning or subdivision - should be developed to implement the provisions
l

of the Comprehensive Plan. They would reflect the unique land use and

administrative structure of the Marianas Islands. A specialist in

innovative land use controls would assist the planning effort.

2. BUILDING CODES

No building codes or construction guidelines are currently in force.

Standard U.S. Uniform Building codes are used as guidelines for "

government buildings. The U.S. Uniform Building Code is related to a

specific geographic and technological situation. However, it does

provide a starting point. Research into building codes used in

similar climate conditions should be done. It is anticipated that

specialists in developing building regulations will supplement the

.basic team. The legal, administrative mechanism would be established

separately.
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3, ADMINISTRATION AND MONITORING

The Comprehensive Plan provides the physical framework for develop-

ment. Programs, design concepts, and cost estimates provide input

to the plan Initially and as defined become the basis.for the Capital

Improvement Program. The Development• Program relates the development

schedule on a broad basis as a unifying bridge from the Comprehensive

Plan to _he Capital Improvement Program. The Capital Improvement Pro _,

gram established a very definitive, year by year, program of construc-

tion. All of these are based on economic and demographic projections,

and are subject to change over tlme. Thls change could be dramatic

•through an economic reversal or simply slight shifts over time.
I

Technological changes may provide new ways of solving certain problems.

The number or size of families may change. Due to this dynamic nature

of our society It is important that an abllity to monitor and adject

be an Integral part of this process.

r

Thls requires a system which has the continual, accurate input of data

required to measure the multiple variables: economic development:

tourism; employment; population; housing; etc. It also requires a.

baseline against which the change can be measured and the resultant

impact anticipated. From an administrative point of view it then

requires a process which can adjust either to alter the trend desired

or to accommodate the change.

), ) An opportunity exists here to establish such a syste m due to the

intensive and comprehensive amount of data compiled. Limited com-

puter capability presently exists, however, a system need not have

highly sophisticated capabilities to provide qualified answers.

" O, Ol:,S
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Recommendations should be developed for such. a system durlnfl thls

•study, A specialist in evaluating data needs, and quantifying the

goals in meaningful terms would assist the team,
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11"1 DETAILED t_AUPOVIER- FEE COST TABULATION

The devel6pme.nt of estimated fees for the professional planninfl services nre

included in this section. These estimates are all In terms of 1973u.s. dollars,

and are itemized in the following categories:
i'

a. Information Gathering

h. Information Analysis

c. Programming Goals and Criteria

d. Concept Development

e. Preparation o? Cost Estimates

f. Preparation of Planning Reports

g. Special Study Requlrements
1

Z.

r)thernon-professlonal direct costs are introduced to category totals in

Section V following.

1

This fee estimate is based upon the follow.lng:

a. Development of an Implementation plan for physical improvements of one

year duration, after

b. A pre-plannlng phase devoted to organization of the management and ad-

ministrative requirements for such a study. Costs for this pre-plannlng

phase are not included in these fee estimates.

c. Development of the cadastral survey work over a two-year period to be

followed by a maximum of flve years legal negotiation period. These

fee estimates include budgets for a total of seven years involvement

with the cadastral program.

d. The fee calculation, wlth the exception of the cadastral survey portion,

is generally based on estimated time to accomplish, priced at an average

derived hourly cost rate, plus identification of other direct costs, as

•:. fol : O,SOl7
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.._: (1) Per diem_for, the estimated number of days priced at the U,S,

standard rate of S25,00 per day,

' (2) Travel for the estimated travel required priced at prevailing

tourist class air tariffs,

(3) Communications, printing, and photoflraphy costs are derived from

prior project experience adjusted to allow for the special require-

ments anticipated.

The hourly average cost rate used is $25.00 per hour and is derived from

the actual 1973 payrates of the categories of personnel likely to be

assigned to the project, using the following formula:

(I)' Base hourly pay - Weighted by estimated hours per skill level.

(2) Adjusted to provided:

(a) 1973/74 wage rate escalation

(b) Overseas Incentive allowance - weighted by estimated overseas

hours.

(c) Living cost differential allowance -weighted by estimated

overseas hours.

(3) Addition of payroll, general and administrative overhead at rates

previousIy approved for U.S. government contracts.

(4) Addition of profit at the rate of 15_.

(5) The rate derived as expressed in:i(1)through (4) above weighted by the

estimated hours per each professional dlscipIine.

The calculation of the derived cost rate is.i11ustrated on Scheule I

attached,

'." .

, 'i.. " The fee calculation for the cadastral survey is self-contained as illus-

trated in Paragraph II-A.I. O_O_._B
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A, LAIII) U_;E

l. Cadastral Programs

a. Land Commission Mangement.

Director, Assistant Director,

Adminlstrative Staff, Operations Overhead S350,000.

b. Field Survey- Salpan.

5 Survey parties $167,000.

Equl pment

.5 jeeps (incl. fuel, maint. & repair) 16,000.

/ Theodolites, chalns, monument markers 14,000.

3 Land Title Investigation Teams 72,000.

office - Mappl rigand Computat ions 1I0_000.

. $379,0o0.

c. Fi_'-ldSurvey- R0ta.

4 Survey parties 134,000.

Equlpment

4 Jeeps (Incl. fuel, malnt, repair &

transp.') 13,000.

Theodolites, chains, monument markers 11,OOO.

2 Land Tltle Investigation Teams 48,000.

Office - Mapping and Computations 72_OOO. '"

$278,000.

'k..-&_,,d. Fi'eldSurvey- Tinlan.

Survey complete , -O-

Office- Coordination and checking 16=0OO.

$1G,000.

9
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e, Survey Recording & Deed Reqistratlon.

Coordinated phase for recording survey

work, establlshing deed registration

system, issuance of Certificates of

Title, resolution of some legal disputes -

3 Islands. ' S5_0,000.

f. Land _lanagement Control for Disposition of

Legal Disputes. .

Staff requirements for 5 years.

2 Stateside and 17 _Iicronesian Employees

(incl. benefits, transportion, supplies)

$112,000 per year x 5 = $5G0,000.

-_.._g. Aerial Mapping. $ 5fl,000.
/

h. Travel and Per Diem for Expatriate

. S r,,eyEmployees. $33_3,000.
Total Estimated Cost for 2-year Program $2,4_6,000.

2. , Residential/Houslng

I_I Man Un it Do IIar

Days Rate Amount

a. Information Gathering 50 200 10,0(30

b. Information Analysis 55 200 11,.c)00

c. Pro_iramming Goals and Criteria 20 200 4,000

d. Concept Development 200 200 40,000

e. Preparation of Cost Estimates 30 200 6,(300
s

f. Preparation of Planning Report 20 200 4,000

SUB-TOTAL COST OF

{ _, PLANNING SERVICES 375 75,000

030i60
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3. Conmer ci al/Tou ri sm
Man IJni t Pol far

.. ' Days Rate Amount

a. Informatlon Gat.heri ng 40 200 ,3,000

b, Information Analysis " 60 200 12,000

.c. Programming Goals and Criteria 20 200 4,00c)

d. Concept Development 220 200 44,.0r)0

e. 'Preparation of Cost Estimates 40 200 }3,O00

f. Preparation of Planning Report 20 200 4,000

" SUB'TOTAL COST OF

PLAI.I/I ING SERVICES 400 80,000

4. Industrlal
ltan IJni t Do] lar

Days Rate Amount

a. Information Gatherl ng 15 200 3,000

b. Information Analysis 22 200 4,400

c. Programmlng. Goals and Criteria 10 200 2,000

d. Concept Development 75 2o0 15,ooo

e. Preparation of Cost Estimates 20 200 4,000

f. Preparation of Planning Report 8 200 I,GOO

SUB-TOTAL COST OF

PLAIIN I I-IGSERVI CES 150 3C_,C)OC)

5. Public
_an Uni t Dol far
Days Rate Am})unt

a. Information Gathering. 17 2o0 3,400

b. Informat lon Analysls 26 200 5,200

c. Programming Goals and Criteria 12 2OO 2,400

d. Concept Development 85 200 17,O00

e. Preparation of Cost Estimates 25 200 5,000

"f. Preparation of Planning Report 10 200 2,000

SUB-TOTAL CI3._TOF U UJ_L_L)JI-]r'IJ_'_'A 5,0C)0PLANNING SERVICES 175
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6. Agricultural and Open Space
Man Uni t Dol far

Days Rate Amount

a. Information Gathering 17 200 3,400

h. Information Analysis 28 200 5,6OO

c Programlng Goals and Criteria 10 200 _ 0(10I . 4.,

d. Concept Development 87 200 17,400

e. Preparation of Cost Estimates 24 200 4,800

f. Preparation of Planning Report 9 200 1,800

SUB-TOTAL COST OF

PLANNI NG SERVI CES 175 35,000

B. ACCESS AND CIRCULATION

I. ' 14arbor and Dock Facilltles

H an Un I t I_o1 l ar
Days Rate Amount

• a. Information Gathering 70 200 I14,`0r_o

h. Information Analysis 90 200 I_,O0(_

c. Programming Goals and Criteria 60 200 12,O,OO

d. Concept Development 40 200 8,OOQ

e. Preparation of Cost Estimates 40 200 8,000

f. Preparation of Planning Report 70 200 14,O00
i

g. Special Study Requirementff -

Hydrograph ics 5 200 I ,0OO

SUB-TOTAL COST OF

PLAHNING SERVICES 375 75,000

2. Air Transportation Facilltles

Man Unit Dol far

Days Rate Amoun t
i

a. Information Gathering 50 200 IO ,r_Oc3

b. Information Analysis 70 200 14,OOO

c. Programming Goals and Criteria 50 200 _0,_3C_C_

d. Concept Development 30 200 6 ,OOO
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e. Preparation of Cost Estimates 30 200 G,Go0

' "f. Preparation of Planning Report 60 200 12,r)(_0

-. g. Special Study Requirements - Soils 10 200 2,r)00

SUB-TOTAL COST OF

PLAIIItlNG SERVICES 300 Grl,0OO

3. Road Sys terns
.... Man. Unit l)ollar

• • Days Rate Amount

a. Information Gatherl ng 95 200 1.0,000

b. Information Analysis 120 200 24,0c)(_

¢. Programming Goals and Criteria 70 200 14,000

d. Concept Development 50 200 10,r)00

, e. Preparation of Cost Estimates 50 200 10,000

f. •Preparation of Planning Report 90 200 18,0r_r)

SUB-TOTAL COST OF

PLANIIING SERVICES 475 95,00D

C. PUBLIC FACILITIES

I. Public Buildings
Man Uni t Dol far

Days Rate Amount

_ a. Information Gathering 11 200 2,200

b. Information Analysis 12 200 2,400

c. Programming Goals and Criteria 15 200 3,000

d. Concept Development 25 200 5,000

e. Preparation of Cost Estimates 7 200 • 1,400

f. preparation of Planning Report 25 200 5r)o

SUB-TOTAL COST OF

PLAII_JIrIGS'ERVICESI 72 5 14 5(_0



::. 2. Educational Facilities
. ° .

Man Unlt Dol far
•. Days ' Rate Amount

a. Information Gathering 34 200 6,_.r}O

h. Information Analysis 34 200 6,_r)O

c.. Programlng Goals and Criteria 49 200 9,8o0

d. Concept Development 71. 200 14,200

e. Preparation of Cost Estimates 26 200 5,200

.f. Prep;aratlono"flPlanning Report II 200 2,200•

SUB-TOTAL COST OF

PLANNING SERVICES 225 45,000

3. _edi,cal Facilities
• .Man [Jnit DoIIar

d/ ' Days Rate Amount

" a. Information Gathering 97 200 19,400

b. Information Analysls 106 200 21,2C_0

c. Programming Goals and Criteria 102 200 32,400

d. Concept Development 103 200 20,(',00

' e. Preoaratlon of Cost Estimates 15 200 3,000
I

f. Preparation of Planning Report .27 200 5,40n

g. Special Study Requirements -

Nutrltional Study LS 10,c)nO

.. SUB-TOTAL COST OF

'_--_" PLANNI NG SERVICES 510 112,000

•
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4. Recreatlonal Faclllties
_lan Uni t Do] far
Days Rate Amount

a. Information Gathering 10 200 2,qO0

b. Information Analysis ; 11 200 2,200

c. Programming Goals and Criteria 15 200 3,000

d. Concept Development 22 200 4,400

e. Preparation of Cost Estimates 8 : 200 l,GOO

f. Preparation of Planning Report 4 200 800

SUB-TOTAL COST OF

PLANN ING SERVICES' 70 14,o0o
., . -. , o

I). PUBLIC FACILITIES ' - ""

I. ,. _later Systems
Han Unit Dol far

Days Rate Amount
;

a. Information Gathering 44 200 8,800

b. Information Analysis 44 200 8,_00

c. Programming Goals and Criteria 66 200 13,200

d. Concept Development 66 200 13,200

iy_ e. Preparation of Cost Estimates 66 200 13,20c}

f. Preparation of Planning Report 44 200 8,800

g. Special Study Requirements 22 200 4,400

SUB-TOTAL OF

PLANNING SERVICES 352 7C'r,400
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2. Pnwer Systems _

_lan Unit Dol far
Days Rate Amount

a. Information Gathering 44 200 8,,°,00

b. Information Analysis 44 200 _,RO0

c. Programming Goals and Criteria 88 200 17,60C}

d. Concept Development 44 200 8,_00

e. Preparation of Cost Estimates 132 200 2(,,400

f. Preparation of Planning Report 44 200 8,_(10

g. Special Study Requirements 44 200 _,_OO

• SUB-TOTAL COST OF

PLANNING SERVICES 440 88,O(_O

3. , Sc_verage Systems

Man Uni t Dol far

Days, Rate Amount

a. Information Gathering 95 200 19,000

b. Information Analysis 120 200 24,00C)

c. Programming Goals and Criteria 70 200 14,000

t d. •Concept Development 45 200 9,0r)o

e. Preparation of Cost Estimates _0 200 10,0(10

f. Preparation of Planning Report 95 200 19,000

SUB-TOTAL COST OF

_ PLAIINING SERVICES 475 95,000
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4. Solid _4aste Disposal
lien tin i t • DoI la r
Days Rate Ar_un t

a. Information Gathering 22 200 4,4n0

b. Information Analysis 44 200 _,800

c Programming Goals and Criteria 22 200 4 40(_

d. Concept Development 22 200 4 ,l(nn

e. Preparation of Cost Estimates 22 200 4,4Cm

"'if_.f. Pre:parationof Planning Report 44 200 (_,0OO

g. Speclal Study Requirements 22 200 4,4(30

SUB-TOTAL COST OF

PLAIINING SERVI CES 1.98 30,6OO

5. _ Storm Dralnage
-. Hen Unit Dol lar

Days Rate Amount

a. Information Gathering 25 200 5,00(3

b. InCormat ion Analysis 20 200 4,000

c. Programming Goals and Criteria 35 200 7,c_Oa

d. Concept Development 10 200 2 ,_0._

e. Preparation of Cost Estimates 10 200 2,000

f. Preparation of Planning Report 25 200 5,000

_UB-TOTAL COST OF

PLAIINING SERVICES 125 25,OCiCI

...
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G. Communications

klan Unit Dollar

Days Rate Amount

a. Information Gathering . II . 200 2,200

b. Information Analysis 22 200 4,4(_0

c. Programming Goals and Criteria 11 200 2,20,0

d. Concept Development 22 200 4,40r)

e. Preparation of Cost Estimates 11 200 2,200

f. Preparation of Planning Report 11 200 2,200

q. SpecialStudy Requirements 22 200 4,40(_

SUB-TOTAL COST OF

PLANIIING SERVICES, 110 22,000

E. REGULATORY AND ADt_INISTRATIVE

I. Land Use Controls
Man Unl t Dol tar

Days Ra te Amount

a. Information Gathering 10 200 2,000

b. Information Analysis 20 200 4,000

c. Programming Goals and Criteria 10 200 2,000

d. Concept Development 50 200 I0 ,`0nr}

e. Prepartlon of Planning Report 10 200 2,OC)0

.I

f. .Special Study Requirements_.- Zonlnq LS 5,000

SUB-TOTAL COST OF

PLANN ING SERV ICES IO0 2_S,r}o0
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2. Buildlnq Codes
/Jan Unlt 'Dol l_r
Days Rate Aniount

a. Informatlon Gathering I0 200 2 nrer)

b. Information Analysis 10 20(} 2,r)O0 "

c. Programmlng Goals and Criteria 25 200 5,qO0

d. Preparation of Planninq Report 5.. 200 .1,000

e. Special Study Requirements LS IO,O00"

SUB-TOTAL COST OF
PLANNING SERVICES 50 20,00c}

3. Administration and. Monitoring
- _lan Unl t Dol lar

Days Rate Amount

ao I nformation Gatherl ng 10 200 2,000

" b. Information Analysis 20 200 2,00c)

c. Concept Development 25 200 5,000

d. Preparation of. Planning Report 5 200 l,OC)O

e. Special Study Requirements LS 12,5OO

." SUB-TOTAL COST OF

' . PLANNING SERVICES 50 22,5r)o

-V.
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IV Tr)TAL PLAIIIIIIIGFEE EST.IMATE SUIItIARY

In this Section are the summary totals For professlonal planning services

together with a total of estimated additlonal d!rect costs for each work

category includlng Travel, Per Diem, Communications, Printing, and Photo-
T

graphy. Schedule I attached describes the wage analysis establishing the

$25 per hour estmate rate.

A. LAND USE,

I. Cadastral Program $2,466,000

2. Resident i'al/Housing 75,000

3. Commercial/Tourlsm ' 80,000

4. ,Industrial 30,000
l

5. Publ Ic 35 _OOO

6. Agriculture and Open Space 35,000

7. Other Direct Costs (Not incl. Cadastral Survey)

a. Per .Diem $ 7,875 "

b. Travel "15,800

c. Communications 2,765

d. Printing 7,.55q,

Sub-Total Land-Use 3,3,990 2,721 ,O00

.°°

B. AccEss AND CIRCULATION

I. Harbor and Dock Facilities 75,000
J

2. Air Transportation Facilities 60,000

3. Road Systems _ 95,000

4. Other Direct Costs

a. Per Diem 6,750

b. Travel 8,400

c. Co munlcatlons 1,2oo OO:L'70
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_. d. Prlntlng $ 1,200

e. Photography 1,200

Sub-Total Access and CIrculatlon ]8,750 $ 230,000

C. PUBLIC FACILITIES

•.I. Public BuIldlngs 14,500

2. Educational Facllltles 45,000

3. Medical Facilities I12,0.00
i

4. Recreational Facilities 14,000
L

5. Other Direct Costs

a. Per Diem 3,375

b. Travel Il,350

c. Communications 3,110

d. Printing. 5,500

e. Photography 600

Sub-Total Public Facilities 23,935 185,500

O. PUBLIC UTILITIES

I. Water Systems 70,400

2. Power Systems 88,000

3. Sewerage Systems 95,000--

4. Solid Waste Disposal 39,600

5. Storm Drainage 25,000

6. Communications 22,000

7. Other Direct Costs
,I

a. Per Diem 13,250

b.. Travel 19,600

C. Communications 4,700 0_0_71
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d. Printing $ 1,500

"e. Photography 2,050

Sub-Total Public Utillties 41,100 $ 340,000

E. REGULATORYAND ADMINISTRATIVE

I. Land Use Controls 25,000

2. Buildlng Codes 20,000

3. Administration and Monitoring 22,500

4. Other Direct Costs

a. Per' Diem 1,375

b. Travel 6,800 •
l

c. Communications I,_50

d. Printing 2,050

Sub-Total Regulatory and

Administrative 11,275 67,500

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL FEE ... 3,544,000

TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS 129,O50

TOTAL PROJECT BUDGET FOR PHYSICAL PLANNING $3,673,050

.°

2

i i
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